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ABSTRACT 

Soil-structure interaction is broadly assumed to be beneficial, with the incorporation of a flexible 

soil resulting in period-lengthening of the soil-foundation-superstructure system. However, this a 

high-level product and does not consider component-levels effects, such as gapping, sliding, 

uplift, or localized liquefaction. These phenomena are detrimental to the global response of the 

system and are difficult to capture through conventional analysis. While many methodologies to 

model soil-structure interaction exist, they all rely on approaches that may be simplified, subject 

to uncertainties, or based on incompatible test data. The experimental work described herein 

addresses these limitations and presents a pathway to overcome them. 

This dissertation develops a framework for full-scale laminar box testing, presents novel sensing 

techniques to reduce uncertainty, quantifies the mechanics and boundaries of the experimental 

system, and introduces real-time dynamic hybrid simulation of a superstructure in a controlled 

environment. These advances enable modeling-of-a-model, wherein phenomena related to soil

structure interaction can be isolated and quantified. This study also documents nearly five 

hundred dynamic events, curates the raw and derived data sets, and describes the meta-data for 

the experiments. 

The laminar box system was quantified through empty box and water only testing thrusts. The 

inter-laminar friction as well as the interface between the base and floor were identified. 

Damping of the mechanical system was developed both with and without soil and under varying 

testing conditions. Input dynamic events of varying amplitude and frequency content were used 

XVl 



to identify wave propagation through the system and are compared with an industry standard 

code. Real-time dynamic hybrid simulation of a superstructure was used to shift impedance and 

resulted in localized liquefaction around a pile foundation group. 
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CHAPTERl 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

In a seismic event, mechanical waves propagate from the earthquake source to a site of interest, 

passing through rock, intermediate geomaterials, shallow soil, and finally into foundations and 

structures. Modeling of the energy entering and exiting the soil-foundation-superstructure system 

is part of soil-structure interaction (SSI) and is a critical component of rigorous seismic analysis . 

The ability to accurately predict wave propagation necessitates verified and validated models 

using realistic, statistically-significant data sets generated using controlled experiments. This is a 

complex problem with numerous parameters and uncertainties, some of which are known and 

others unknown, that may be difficult to quantify. The seismic response, or that due to any 

dynamic loading, of civil infrastructure involves many variables that differ both across space and 

time. 

Typically, soil samples are taken from the ground and analyzed in a laboratory environment, or 

tested in-situ using methods such as the cone penetration test (CPT) or spectral analysis of 

surface waves (SASW). Testing numerous soil samples or expanses will increase confidence in 

the distributions of strength and deformation properties. However, both direct extraction and in

situ analyses may be expensive and time-consuming processes. Therefore, sufficiently mapping 

or predicting sub-surface layering can be difficult and yield significant uncertainty. Furthermore, 

even if the properties of the soil system are captured and represented sufficiently in a numerical 
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model, the calculated response may not match reality due to simplification or limitations of the 

simulation methodology itself 

Despite real-world variabilities and uncertainty, characterization of the soil layers is often 

simplified by assuming primarily horizontal strata. This spatial assumption of layering results in 

models that, to date, have been designed to model and capture vertically-propagating shear 

waves. Dynamic variability is often characterized by amplitude, frequency and duration 

parameters. This real-world process is deterministically reduced to more simple parameters, e.g. 

spectral parameters, or recorded data from historical seismic events is used as a benchmark. 

Therefore, even if spatial variability is idealized to simple horizontal layers, uncertainty in the 

dynamic loading is propagated forward and increases the difficulty of subsequent analyses. 
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Figure 1.1 Illustration of wave propagation from source-to-site 

The figure above is taken from Matasovic et al. (2012). 

Theoretically, the simplest geotechnical scenario is a static case with simple layering. Analytical 

models and design codes are widely accepted for this situation. Accurate material models for 

quasi-static soil mechanics are available. Water, and its flow, generally increases the complexity 
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of the approach but in general, classical theory handles such problems in low-strain scenarios 

below the elastic threshold. 

However, dynamic loading resulting in larger strains often requires more robust approaches. 

Ground motion imposed on a structure and structural motion imposed on the surrounding 

environment can be organized by levels of complexity. Relatively stiff soil deposits, especially 

bedrock, supporting flexible buildings becomes almost solely a structural engineering problem. 

However, stiff buildings founded on weak soil, especially in the presence of ground water, is 

almost entirely a geotechnical engineering problem (Bolisetti 2014). These serve as boundaries 

for a wide range of realistic conditions, wherein analytical, numerical, and experimental models 

are generated to help understand these more complicated scenarios. This dissertation documents 

a series of experimental programs that provide a pathway to enabling key advances in soil

structure interaction modeling and analysis. 

1.2 Motivation 

Soil-structure interaction analysis is the culmination of multiple investigatory processes, which 

may include probabilistic seismic hazard analysis and stochastic ground response analysis, and 

finds the combined response of naturally-occurring highly-nonlinear multi-phase agglomerated 

geomaterials with a known engineered system. Furthermore, modeling of this phenomena may 

need to consider extreme outcomes, such as rapid loss of shear strength due to liquefaction of 

sands or cyclic softening of clays; the formation of gaps between the foundation elements and 

the soil; and sliding of the foundation-structure system. Capturing the high-level system response 

and the individual component behaviors is dependent on accurately representing the physics and 
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materials present in a given system. Statistically-significant data sets with quantifiable 

uncertainties and defined boundary conditions that span multiple levels of strain and energy must 

be available to verify and validate a model. 

This dissertation will document a series of experimental tests that generated nearly 450 different 

dynamic events on a geotechnical laminar box (GLB) system and soil. This enables modelling

of-a-model, and aims to quantify and ultimately lead to verified and validated SSI models in the 

future . The research presented is motivated to this end and provides key analyses on the 

performance of the laminar box, characterizing the soil model across a long testing program, and 

in capturing wave propagation through soils under various states of saturation. 

In part, this dissertation will also serve as a manual on how to properly plan for, execute, and 

analyze geotechnical laminar box projects. It will be argued herein that to efficiently use the 

laminar box, certain aspects must be considered, based on the physics being tested, for there to 

be scientific merit to the geotechnical conclusions. Previous work in this domain, both in 

centrifuge and 1-g environments, has made significant contributions to the field but these 

experimental thrusts have to date addressed motions primarily resulting in a complete and rapid 

loss of shear strength. 

Lower and mid-range strain testing must be conducted to truly identify the behavior of soil and 

soil-structure response in both the elastic and plastic ranges. Understanding the mechanisms that 

influence geotechnical laminar box response is crucial when using experimental data for 

computational verification and validation of models. Furthermore, in reduced-scale testing using 

geotechnical centrifuges, scaling mismatch between dynamic and diffusive time presents another 
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source of uncertainty as to whether those tests accurately represent physics at full-scale . The data 

sets generated and presented in this document, that are the results of laminar box testing, are not 

subjected to artificial scaling; the relationship between grain size, water viscosity, pore-water 

pressure generation, and dissipation are the same in the box as they would be in the field. 

In the near future, investigators interested in 1-D or perhaps 2 or 3-D geotechnical wave 

propagation will find this document most useful. Critical infrastructure that relies on accurate 

geotechnical and structural models for design, e.g. hospitals, ports, bridges, tunnels, dams, and 

levees, all require precision when investigating seismic response. Thus, this dissertation will 

chiefly benefit the geotechnical earthquake engineering community at large and specifically 

those that are concerned with higher-level geotechnical modeling of sensitive infrastructure. 

1.3 Research contributions 

The primary goal of this dissertation is to facilitate the capture of soil-structure interaction in a 

large geotechnical laminar box and enable modelling-of-a-model analyses. To that end, the 

dissertation has four distinct contributions: 1) quantification of the mechanical properties and 

performance characteristics of the geotechnical laminar box and base hydraulic actuation system; 

2) reducing uncertainty of the state of the model during testing through critical custom-built 

instrumentation at precisely known locations; 3) modeling of wave propagation in the laminar 

box with soil at various states of saturation; and finally 4) testing with a hybrid shake table to 

alter the dynamic superstructure response in real time. As such, this dissertation will document 

an experimental database and propose a testing framework related to the geotechnical laminar 

box (GLB) at the University of Buffalo (UB). Further, this dissertation will enumerate those 
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findings and establish a general framework for future linear and non-linear testing, as well as 

outline the limiting factors , including a preliminary analysis of boundary conditions, so that these 

considerations can be accounted for in future experimental programs and corresponding 

analyses. 

1.4 Report organization 

This dissertation is divided into seven chapters, a summary of each section is as follows: 

• Chapter 1 presents an introduction of the dissertation content, describes the 

motivation for the research, and lists the specific engineering contributions. 

• Chapter 2 describes the mechanics of wave propagation in soils; the analytical and 

numerical methods used to perform site response and soil-structure interaction 

analyses; the centrifuge and lg modelling techniques, experimental facilities , and 

outcomes of previous research endeavors. 

• Chapter 3 describes the experimental systems, research capabilities, instrumentation, 

model creation processes, soil characterization, sources of uncertainty, and an 

introduction the testing programs that produced the data contained in this document. 

• Chapter 4 presents the experimental test programs, discusses the parameters of the 

models tested, and provides descriptions, an organizational methodology, and 

interpretation conventions of the data acquired. 

• Chapter 5 presents the parameters data from three separate test plans, identifies the 

behavior of dry sand, saturated sand, and their interface. It provides a preliminary 

assessment of the results from hybrid soil-structure interaction shaking with respect to 

pore-water pressure generation. Further, this chapter, in part, describes the 
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mechanical and performance characteristics of the laminar box system as derived 

from tests performed with the system empty or only filled water. The quantification 

of the box characteristics and boundary conditions enables the modelling-of-a-model 

approach. 

• Chapter 6 summarizes the key research outcomes and contributions of the 

dissertation, contextualizes the research, and concludes with a pathway to continue 

exploratory endeavors. 

• The References section contains a list of the informational sources cited in this 

document. 
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CHAPTER2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Soil mechanics 

The following section will review soil mechanics topics directly related to wave propagation or 

ancillary to such that they will be useful later in this dissertation. The emphasis of discussion will 

be focused on granular soil mechanics and the topics that will be most pertinent to the materials 

and scenarios of the geotechnical laminar box. 

See section 3 .3 for specific measured values that were acquired pertaining to the soil used in 

these experiments. These measured values will be used in conjunction with this theoretical 

material of this section as the basis for establishing a reliable material model that will be used for 

the remainder of this dissertation. 

2.1.1 lntergranular matrix 

Naturally occurring soil is an agglomerated multiphase non-linear material that is spatially 

heterogeneous. Material constituency, non-horizontal layering, lenses, and saturation conditions 

will vary across a site. Quantifying the sub-surface state within a certainty threshold can be 

accomplished by direct extraction and laboratory testing, intrusive investigation ( e.g. CPT), or 

non-intrusive geophysical methods (e.g. SASW). A representative volume may be defined as a 

spatial quantity of soil that would be considered typical of the site. 
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The intergranular matrix of the soil volume is composed of three phases : solid, liquid and gas. 

The solid phase is composed of the soil particles, where those with diameters above 75 µmare 

classified as course grained materials and those below the threshold are fine-grained. The fine

grained portion is split again at a diameter of 1-2 µm, where material shifts from a silt to a clay. 

The course-grained solids tend to behave in a classical mechanical way, exhibiting quantifiable 

properties. The liquid portion of the matrix, typically water, may completely fill the voids 

between the grains or, in a sample where the saturation is below 100%, adhere to the grains and 

contact zones. If the soil is not completely saturated, air will occupy the remaining void zones. 

While fine-grained soils, depending on the silt content, may exhibit some macroscopic course

grained behavioral traits, their overall response is based more on the internal chemistry of the 

soil system. Fine-grained soils, while important in understanding the majority of wave 

propagation from source-to-site, are not tested in the laminar box and are thus outside the scope 

of this dissertation 

2.1.2 Ground stresses 

Pertinent definitions of soil-based stresses are defined in the following section. This 

nomenclature and its corresponding notation will be used herein. 

2.1.2.1 Total vertical stress 

Vertical, or overburden, soil stress is a point property that is defined as the stress due to 

overlaying material and/or structures. This value typically increases with depth as the amount of 

overlaying material also increases as a function of depth. Ifman-made infrastructure is present at 

a site, structural stresses are transmitted into a foundation and subsequently to the surrounding 
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soil, which are added to the stresses generated by self-weight. The simplest static case is that of a 

lump mass on an elastic half space. Driven piles in a soil stratum exhibit similar added stress 

conditions. A simple model assumes that the added structural stress disperses in the soil space at 

a 2:1, depth to horizontal, rate. Other models were generated by Boussinesq, and Westergaard 

(McCarthy 1998). 
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Figure 2.1 The 2: 1 approximation for added subsurface stress 

There is no added stress field outside the 2: 1 zone. The above figure was taken from McCarthy (1998). 

2.1.2.2 Effective Stress 

Water presents many complications in real-world geotechnical problems. Flowing water erodes 

natural soil deposits and caries contaminants. While surface water can be turbulent, groundwater 

flow is almost always laminar and the initial location of the water table is generally constant. 

Hydrostatic stress, due to the presence of pore water, results in buoyancy forces. These forces 

change the stresses between soil grains, which result in the effective stress state of the soil. 
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Figure 2.2 Overburden stress, simplified illustration 

The above figure was taken from McCarthy (1998). 

2.1.2.3 Superposition of stresses 

Total and effective stresses may be combined to determine the stress state in a multi-state model. 

Therefore, in an idealized soil stratum with partially saturated and fully saturated zones, the 

stresses can be added together. If a structure is present, the total vertical stress at a point is the 

sum of soil stress and structural stress. 

As illustrated in Figure 2.2 the concepts of total and effective stress and the method of 

superposition can be used to determine the stress state at any depth below a surface based on a 

linear relationship. 
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2.1.2.4 Horizontal and other non-vertical stresses 

Stresses acting on any other plane in the representative volume can be determined with basic 

solid mechanics. Typically, Mohr's circle is used to determine the stresses on any other oblique 

plane within a soil element. 

Horizontal stress ( oblique angle of 90 degrees) often is an important parameter of interest, e.g. in 

retaining wall analysis and design. The stress state acting horizontally is typically a fraction of 

the vertical stress magnitude. The amount of reduction is usually a function of the internal 

strength parameters of the soil including friction angle, consolidation, and saturation conditions. 

When soil is at rest, in a passive state, this reduction factor is denoted by Ko, and is referred to as 

the "at-rest coefficient oflateral earth pressure." Relationships between effective horizontal 

stress, CJ~ , effective vertical stress, CJ; , and the effective friction angle of the material, ¢' , 

determine the value of the at-rest coefficient. This factor is mathematically approximated in 

Equation 2.1. 

Equation 2.1 At-rest coefficient of lateral earth pressure, relationships 

Lateral stress is usually less than vertical stress. 

Typically, for granular material, the value of Ko is can be defined as a function of the inherent 

friction angle of the soil. The following table gives general ranges of Ko for granular material. 
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Table 2.1 Typical at-rest coefficient of lateral earth pressure values for granular material 

Lateral stress is approximately 50% of vertical stress for granular materials. Though depending on 
saturation and activity of the soil deposit, the value may be different (McCarthy 1998). 

Soil Type Ko 
Granular, loose 0.5 -0.6 
Granular, dense 0.3 -0.5 

2.1.3 Shear strength of granular media 

2.1.3.1 Static strength 

Coarse-grained soil is a pressure-sensitive material that gains strength with increasing confining 

pressure. In other words, coarse-grained soil is stronger, i.e. it has higher shear strength, in 

general, at deeper depths. The simplest of material models for granular material is the Mohr

Coulomb model shown in Equation 2.2 and Figure 2.3. 

r' - a' tanA..'- V 'I-' 

Equation 2.2 Relationship between shear stress and vertical overburden stress in granular material 

The shear strength envelope, r', is a function of overburden stress, a;,and the friction angle, ¢', of the 
granular material. 
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Figure 2.3 The Mohr-Coulomb failure envelope 

The above figure was taken from McCarthy (1998). 

As confining stress increases there is a shift in the failure envelope. This is accomplished by the 

added [overburden] stress increasing frictional forces between particles. These micro forces also 

increase with the friction angle of a soil, and it will also influence the position of the failure 

envelope. Obviously if there is ground water, the overburden stress is reduced due to pore-water 

pressure. 

The simplest way to measure the shear strength of a coarse-grained soil is the direct-shear test 

method. The direct-shear method is considered a quasi-static test where shearing occurs at a low 

strain rate. 
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Figure 2.4 Shearbox illustration 

The figure above (a) shows the "actual" deformation of a soil in shear, where the figure below (b) shows 
an idealized model of the shearing. The above figure was taken from Powrie (2014) . This idealization is 
also assumed in this dissertation. 

Triaxial testing also is used to monotonically shear soil to determine strain-strength behavior. 

The strain-stress plot of granular material depends on the above-mentioned parameters as well as 

the initial state of the soil. 

Depending on the soil, it may dilate or contract during shearing. Dilation occurs when there is an 

increase in void ratio while contraction is defined as a negative change in void ratio . Often soil 

will reach a critical point at which shear strain continues without any change in void ratio or 

shear resistance. 
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Figure 2.5 Soil behavior during shearing depending on initial state 

The above figure was taken from Powrie (2014) and modifications are in red and green. 

If strains stay low, it is accepted that behavior is in the elastic range. Generally, for sands, if 

strain is kept below 10-4 the soil has not endured permanent deformation. The small-strain shear 
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modulus, usually denoted as Gmax, is defined as the slope of the strain-stress plot within this 

strain envelope. This parameter is used ubiquitously in both static and dynamic soil mechanics. 

In addition to the Gmax, within this threshold, it is assumed that ability of the soil to dampen 

mechanical energy is relatively low. 

2.1.3.2 Dynamic strength 

Much attention has been directed towards quantifying soil strength under dynamic shearing. The 

same element tests, i.e. direct shear or triaxial, can be run to test the dynamic properties of 

granular material. Often, the cyclic-triaxial (CTX) test method is preferred to gather cyclic

strength information of about soil. Resonant column and torsional shear (RCTS) testing is also 

used to test the dynamic properties of a soil specimen. The preferred test for generation of 

modulus degradation curves and damping curves is RCTS testing, while the CTX test method 

imposes higher-strain information. 

As soil is sheared dynamically, specifically outside of the elastic range, the strength modulus of 

the soil changes and an example is shown in Figure 2.7 taken out ofElgamal et al. (2002). In 

addition, the damping of the soil changes as a function of strain. Therefore, the soil will have 

different strength and damping abilities over time, e.g. at t and t+~t, during a dynamic loading. 
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Figure 2.6 Typical hysteresis loop for cyclic soil shearing 

One full cyclic loading of a soil specimen. The above figure was taken from Kramer (1996). 
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Figure 2.7 Typical shear stress-strain and shear-mean stress response 

Multiple loading cycles on a sand specimen reduces the available shear strength. The above example 
figure was taken from Elgamal et al. (2002). 
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Figure 2.8 Typical shear modulus backbone and reduction curves 

As cyclic shear strain increases, the secant shear modulus lessens (left). Further, the current secant value 
can be interpreted as a percentage of Gmax by reading off a reduction curve (right). The above figures were 
taken from Kramer (1996). 
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Figure 2.9 Damping and strain level relationship 

For small amounts of strain, available material damping is low. The above figure was taken from Kramer 
(1996). 

The above plots show that as soil is cyclically sheared the inherent strength modulus and 

damping properties changes as a function of strain level. Other factors that greatly influence 

strength reduction include increased pore-water pressure. 
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2.1.3.3 Shear-wave velocity 

The shear-wave velocity, often denoted as Vs, of a material is an important property and will be a 

reoccurring parameter in this dissertation. Vs is defined as the distance traveled by a shear-body 

wave through a material divided by the duration of travel. The shear-wave velocity can be 

calculated using small-strain tests including bender elements, RCTS testing or other field 

methods, e.g. cross and down-hole techniques. 

Equation 2.3 Shear-wave velocity as a function of amll-strain shear modulus and soil density 

This equation states the relationship between shear-wave velocity, small-strain shear modulus and 
material density. 

2.1.3.4 1-D wave propagation 

Experimental modeling and analyses of the propagation of shear waves in a soil stratum is the 

main focus of this dissertation. A short introduction to the topic is presented here. 

The simplest analytical model of 1-D wave propagation would be that of a stratum where the 

layer is assumed to extend infinitely in the horizontal directions and bedrock is assumed rigid. 

Also, in these models, the mechanical properties of the layer are assumed to be homogenous, i.e. 

density, shear wave velocity, and material damping, are assumed to stay constant in space and 

time. 
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Figure 2.10 Idealized soil strata 

For linear analyses, shear-wave velocity, unit weight and damping are required parameters. The above 
figure was taken from Kramer (1996). 

As part of this model, as a seismic event occurs, the bedrock imposes 1-D motion at the bottom 

of the soil stratum. Energy propagates into the stratum via mechanical waves. Surface, or free

field, motion will be a function of the properties of the soil stratum based on the partial

differential equation shown in Equation 2. 4. 

Expansion will be made on this simple case and will be the basis for most of this dissertation. If 

the above linear-elastic assumptions are made, the solution to the free-field response is well 

known. Unfortunately, this is not a realistic case as eluded to in section 2.1.3 .2, and further 

models are required. 

Equation 2.4 Partial differential equation for one-dimension shear-wave propagation 

The above PDE is an analytical model for wave propagation. It is the basis for many analytical 
solutions in 1-D soil-site analyses. 

As in structural dynamics, a simple-soil layer has fundamental properties, i.e. when damping is 

not considered. Fundamental properties elude to conditions when amplification of the system 
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will be most apparent. The fundamental period of a soil stratum is defined in Equation 2.5 , as 

well as, the inverse of this property, fundamental frequency. 

1 
w=-

s T. 
s 

Equation 2.5 Fundamental period and frequency of soil stratum 

The thickness of the soil stratum, H, and the shear-wave velocity of the soil can be used to estimate at 
which period the soil will be most sensitive and amplify bedrock motion. Time is the dimension of the 
fundamental period and is usually expressed in seconds. Further, the units offundamental frequency, 
Wn, are Hertz (Hz). 

2.1.4 Important ground-motion parameters 

Shifting away from idealized soil dynamics, certain parameters are used to describe more 

realistic loading on a soil stratum, e.g. during an earthquake. 

When soil is loaded dynamically, or any system for that matter, certain parameters are either put 

into the system, e.g. earthquake energy, or measured, e.g. accelerogram data, on the system. By 

quantifying these parameters, comparisons can be made between events. 

2.2 Analytical and numerical methods 

Analytical models have been developed to predict free-field motion for simplified cases (Kramer 

1996). The ratio between free-field and bedrock motion in the frequency domain characterizes 

the 1-D propagation behavior of the soil system at a local site. 
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However, material properties during dynamic loading do not stay constant and there are methods 

to account for these changing parameters. The simplest of these methods that produces 

reasonable results is the equivalent-linear approximation (ELA). Although the vast majority of 

soils would be best represented as a nonlinear system, the equivalent linear approach produces 

results that are valid in small and moderate levels of strain (Kramer 1996, Matasovic et al. 2012). 

This ELA method for determining the response of idealized soil layers, that have inherent 

material nonlinearities, requires a numerical approach. A typical illustration of the ELA approach 

(Filiatrault et al. 2013), involves discretizing the soil stratum into a finite number oflayers. Each 

layer is treated as a lump mass with initial damping and stiffness properties. Using a linear 

solution method, e.g. Newmark's method, to solve the multi-degree of freedom system. 

Maximum interlayer strains are used to update the damping and stiffness values. The procedure 

is continued until there is acceptable convergence in the damping and stiffness. 

Software packages like SHAKE (Schnabel et al. 1972) and its successor DEEPSOIL (Hashash et 

al. 2016) quickly produce ELA solutions. Still simplified, ELA methods provide more realistic 

Ground Response Analysis (GRA) by considering more representative material behavior. 

According to Matasovic et al. (2012), the equivalent linear approach has been a popular method 

as serves as the de facto standard in many analyses. However, ELA is limited to problems that do 

not consider large strains, pore-water pressure buildup, or cyclically softening clays. 

True non-linear analysis, i.e. methods that use tangent, not secant, values of a material ' s stress

strain behavior, require more robust numerical tools. Similarly, problems involving complicated 

spatial parameters, e.g. non-horizontal layering, require capable programs and a higher degree of 
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computational power. Commercial programs shown in the table below (Matasovic et al. 2012) 

are being used in practice now to handle numerical analyses of GRA. 

Table 2.2 Popular computer codes and programs for ground-response analyses 

These commercial programs are popular in computing GRA (Matasovic et al. 2012). 

Dimensions OI Equi valent-L inear Nonl inear 

1-D 

DOS SHAKE/SHAKE9 I AM PLE, DES RA-2C, DESRAMO D, 
D-MO D_2 , DESRAM SC, LS-Dyna, 

SUM DES , TESS, SIREN , 

Graph ical User Interface ShakeEdit, ProShake, SHAKE2000, EE RA, 
DEE PSO IL, WinMOC 

CyberQuake, D-MO D2000, DEE PSO IL , 
FLAC, NERA , VE RSAT 1-D 

2-D I 3-D 

DOS 

Graphical User Interface 

FLUS H, SASS !, QUA D4/QUA D4M , 
FLUS H 

QUA KE/W, S PER SASS!, SASS l2000 

DYNA FLOW, DYSAC2, TARA-2, 
T ARA-3 

FLAC, PLAX IS, PLAX IS 3D, ABAQUS, 
Open Sees, VERSAT 2-D 

These computer software packages, however, need to be checked to ensure accuracy. By 

comparing the difference in results, between these numerical methods and experimental models, 

there is better assurance giving higher-quality analysis and design. This does not imply that this 

dissertation will attempt to provide an opinion on the 'verification and validation' of such 

numerical and computational systems. The point here is to identify the importance of the 

assumptions that underlie modeling of excited soil layers. 

2.2.1 Experimental motivation 

Models may be simplified to cut down on processing time and the degree to which a model 

approximates reality may have a significant impact on the results. Some factors may be 

neglected, which may be small or large in scale compared to the larger physics of the problem, 

resulting in limitations and varying levels of inaccuracy compared to the real-world behavior. 
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Multi-physics problems, of which all engineering problems are a subset, require omission of 

many parameters to allow analytical and quick numerical solutions. However, it is very difficult 

to exclude all of the same physics in the experimental laboratory environment. For example, 

numerical codes often neglect heat of a soil specimen, which will affect the viscosity of the pore 

fluid. The degree to which heat transfer plays a role in the fundamental physics governing soil 

shear failure is not the focus of this dissertation. However, even if there is a strong correlation 

between numerical and experimental models, a comparison of the physics included and excluded 

in each analysis must be considered to avoid problems associated with extrapolation and 

boundary conditions. 

To what extent do certain conditions influence the behavior of the experimental model? Often 

engineering judgement is used to lump all of the unknowns and assume certain physics. 

2.3 Large and full-scale experimental methods 

The exact date of the first large-scale geotechnical testing experiment is unknown; however, 

Towhata (2008) states that there is a long history of shaking geomaterials at 1-g. With that being 

said, the goal of this section is not to give a complete historical account of every test that has 

been conducted, but rather to define large-scale geotechnical testing and review and analyze 

some of the most fundamentally important and pertinent systems. Literature based on testing of 

the UB laminar box will be discussed in the next chapter in parallel with the description of its 

design and capabilities. 
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2.3.1 Testing at or close to full-scale 

Testing at or close to full-scale solves many of the issues associated with simple element 

laboratory tests as well as scaled testing. Unlike most other methods, this type of testing is not a 

ubiquitous technique, nor is it governed by a robust set of standards, and only a few laboratory 

sites are capable of its execution. 

2.3.1.1 General description 

Large or full-scale experimentation is a testing method where a large volume of soil, and any 

included foundation and structural components, are subjected to external loading using a shake 

table, actuators, wind and waves, temperature and humidity changes, and blasting. For the 

purposes of this document, dynamic loading resulting from seismic activity will serve as the 

main focal point. In this domain, much of the data generated to date has focused on liquefaction, 

lateral spreading and simple soil-structure interaction models. 

2.3.1.2 Comparison to reduced-scale centrifuge modeling 

Both centrifuge and large-scale modeling are experimental techniques to test geotechnical 

models, put them under various loading conditions, and inspect the mechanisms that contribute 

to complex problems. Whether centrifuge modeling or large-scale geotechnical testing is the 

preferred tool for understanding geotechnical problems depends on the goals of the intended test 

plan and, subsequent experiments and analysis. 

The motivation to build large-scale geotechnical testing models is determined by the 

shortcomings of the other testing methods. Large-scale geotechnical testing offers a different 
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way of testing soil and soil-foundation systems. It is possible to probe into various fundamental 

mechanisms more easily with large-scale geotechnical testing. Further, large-scale geotechnical 

testing offers a platform for multiple investigators to have the freedom to test many different 

physical properties. Full-scale, or close to full-scale, geotechnical laminar box testing is an 

experimental technique that can capture soil response with the following advantages: 

• No scaling issues 

• Models are tested under normal 1-g conditions and are not subject to any scaling laws 

• Scaling laws, e.g. , ISSMGE TC-104, are an issue in centrifuge modeling where mass, 

length, time, and temperature must be scaled appropriately; however, scaling 

mismatch always arises in saturated soil with respect to dynamic (scales by the g

level) and diffusive time (g-level squared) 

• Common techniques to resolve scaling mismatch may create further deviations from 

reality, e.g. , increasing the pore-fluid viscosity slows the dissipation of water but 

methylcellulose affects the friction between particles and grain-size scaling 

necessitates the use of silts instead of sands 

2.4 Other facilities and recent research 

A few notable facilities have conducted large-scale geotechnical testing research to date. The 

following is a description of the experiments that have been executed to date, that merit 

discussion. Basic equipment descriptions, experimental methodologies, and summaries of 

findings will be presented and then compared to UB GLB research later in this dissertation. 
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2.4.1 Tsukuba 

A considerable amount of research in large-scale geotechnical testing has come out of the 

country of Japan and their cutting-edge facilities in the last 25-30 years. Organized under the 

National Research Institute for Earth Science and Disaster Prevention (NIED) in Tsukuba, Japan, 

research prompted by the destructive earthquakes of the late 20th century, most notably the Great 

Hanshin (Kobe) earthquake of 1995, led to construction oflarge-experimental seismic test 

facilities like "E-Defense" (Ohtani et al. 2003). 

2.4.1.1 Tsukuba 1 

Prior to the massive testing conducted at E-defense, several tests were carried out at NIED. 

Experimental research included early pile-foundation tests, on models as small as 4-m3 (Kagawa 

et al. 1995). 
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Figure 2.11 Early laminar container at Tsukuba 

Section drawing of a small-scale laminar container at Tsukuba (Kagawa et al. 1995). 
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2.4.1.2 Tsukuba 2 

After the Kobe event, larger 244-m3 experiments were conducted to validate numerical methods 

and make comparisons with centrifuge results. Similar to the hydraulic-slurry method, used at 

UB which will be described in the next chapter, a water based free-fall filling method was used 

in these first Tsukuba experiments to create a liquefiable soil column (Kagawa 1997). 
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Figure 2.12 Elevation and plan drawings of an early laminar model at Tsukuba 

Section and plan drawings of an early large-scale geotechnical testing model at Tsukuba (Kagawa 1997) 
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Figure 2.13 Large Tsukuba laminar container 

Photo ofTsukuba Laminar Container (Abe 2017) . 

In another set of tests, the large-Tsukuba laminar container was used to investigate unsaturated 

free-field, and unsaturated and saturated soil-structure interaction (SSI) models. The purpose of 

this test plan was to compare data to centrifuge results and define relationships between 

parameters. For all three cases, the laminar-box and centrifuge models, after considering 

similitude issues, were subjected to similar base excitations. Comparisons were made about the 

response of each system, e.g. soil amplification, foundation strain, and excess-pore water 

pressure. Technically, in the end, it was concluded that large-scale geotechnical testing and 

centrifuge spinning were comparable methods, despite some divergences in results (Kagawa et 

al. 2004) . 
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Figure 2.14 Frequency response of early Tsukuba tests 

Motions with varying frequency content were used to characterize the large-scale geotechnical testing and 
centrifuge models, free-field test (left), unsaturated SSI test (right). 
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Figure 2.15 Plan and elevation drawings of free-filed and foundation models at Tsukuba 

Section and plan drawings of the free-field (left) and SSI (right) tests at Tsukuba (Kagawa et al. 2004). 
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Figure 2.16 Embedded instrumentation used at Tsukuba 

Sensors were attached to geotextile fabric (right) and then embedded in the models (Towhata 2008, Abe 
2017). 

2.4.2 E-Defense 

The experimental scale ofE-Defense is larger than that of Tsukuba. The E-Defense facility is 

located in Hyogo, Japan, north of Kobe, at the Hyogo Earthquake Engineering Research Center 

(Motamed et al. 2008, Townsend 2015). Some of the E-Defense experimental geotechnical 

models have been used to compare data to analytical and numerical models (Li et al. 2017). 

2.4.2.1 Rigid container 

A portion of the literature to date (Motamed et al. 2008, Motamed et al. 2009, Suzuki et al. 2010, 

Motamed et al. 2013) have reported tests that were conducted at E-Defense to investigate lateral 

spreading of pile-founded structures behind sheet-pile quay wall structures. Similarly, a test was 

constructed to test lateral spreading behind a gravity quay wall (Motamed et al. 2013). Both of 

the aforementioned experiments were in rigid containers, i.e. no laminar components. 
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Figure 2.17 Large rigid container at E-Defense 

Photo of lateral spreading of liquefied sand behind sheet-pile quay wall model in rigid container 
(Motamed et al. 2008). 
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Figure 2.18 Elevation and plan views of rigid-container tests at E-Defense 

Section/plan views of lateral spreading model (left), piled foundation behind sheet-pile quay wall in rigid 
container (Motamed et al. 2008). Section/plan views of lateral spreading model (right), piled foundation 
behind gravity quay wall in rigid container (Motamed et al. 2013). 
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2.4.2.2 Laminar container 

In other tests, investigations looked into "soil-pile-structure-interaction" (SPSI) in a laminar 

container (Motamed et al. 2008, Suzuki et al. 2008, Sato et al. 2010, Suzuki et al. 2014, Tabata et 

al. 2018, Yamazoe et al. 2018). The laminar container at E-Defense has also been used to test 

underground structures (Kawamata et al. 2016). 
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Figure 2.19 Two-dimensional laminar container at E-Defense 

Photo (left) of SPSI model in laminar container. The SPSI container is composed 41 laminates. (Motamed 
et al. 2008). Section view (right) of SPSI model in laminar container (Tokimatsu et al. 2007). 

2.4.3 University of California at San Diego 

Through the United States National Science Foundation (NSF), the George E. Brown, Jr. 

Network for Earthquake Engineering Simulation (NEES) constructed multiple experimental 

research facilities , to study earthquake engineering, in the early to mid-2000s. Similar to the 

construction ofE-Defense, these facilities were built to answer questions and determine the 

reasons for excessive damage during recent earthquakes. 
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NEES sites with geotechnical capabilities included: Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI), the 

University of California Davis (UCD), the University of California, San Diego (UCSD), the 

University ofNevada, Reno (UNR) and UB. Geotechnical centrifuges reside at RPI and at UCD. 

Sites with large-scale geotechnical testing capabilities include UCSD, UNR and UB. At the 

beginning of the NEES program, the UB experimental facilities were expanded and additions 

were made to the already existing structural and geotechnical laboratories that had been funded 

through the NSF National Center for Earthquake Engineering Research (NCEER) program of the 

1980s. 

The UCSD laminar box, funded by the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans), sits 

atop their NEES shake table. 

Figure 2.20 Laminar container at UCSD 

Photo of UC San Diego Laminar Box (UCSD 2010) 
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2.4.4 University of Nevada, Reno 

The University ofNevada, Reno (UNR) is capable of running modest-size laminar tests. Testing 

has included free filed and foundation-containing models (Yang et al. 2010). The laminar box at 

UNR is composed of aluminum laminates and rubber rings which allow shear deformation. 

Often, a setup like this is referred to an "equivalent shear beam" container (Madabhushi 1994). 

Plans were announced to expand the UNR facilities to conain a much larger laminar box 

(Wolterbeek 2015). 

Figure 2.21 UNR laminar container 

UNR laminar box (left) and isometric view (right) showing embedded foundation (Yang et al. 2010). 

2.4.5 Other notable boxes and cases 

Finally, a novel idea by Kobayashi et al. (2002) used a 56-m3 laminar box to test a bridge pier 

foundation setup. A drawing of this test setup is shown in Figure 2.22. This test was an early 

attempt at using hybrid technology to better simulate SSL 
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Figure 2.22 Early laminar box - hybrid SSI system 

The above figure was taken from Kobayashi et al. (2002). 
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CHAPTER3 

UB GEOTECHNICAL LAMINAR BOX AND 

EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT 

3.1 SEESL 

The Structural Engineering and Earthquake Simulation Laboratory (SEESL) is located on the 

University at Buffalo (UB) North Campus in Amherst, NY. SEESL is a 2,300 m2 (25 ,000 ft2
) 

indoor experimental facility that provides research services for the Multidisciplinary Center for 

Earthquake Engineering Research (MCEER), the UB Department of Civil, Structural and 

Environmental Engineering (CSEE), and external academic researchers . SEESL also provides 

research and development services for various industry and commercial clients. 

The early phases of the National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program (NEHRP) developed in 

the aftermath of the 1971 San Fernando Earthquake. In 1983, UB was chosen by the National 

Science Foundation (NSF) to host the first National Center for Earthquake Engineering Research 

(NCEER). One of the primary goals of this center was to provide expanded experimental 

facilities that were able to perform testing that would provide insight into fundamental 

earthquake engineering research endeavors, which would ultimately lead to safer design of 

infrastructure and mitigate the effects of earthquakes. 
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3.1.1 Design of facility 

This dissertation focuses on the propagation of seismic waves through a geotechnical laminar 

box containing soil, and foundations and superstructures. In addition to the GLB, the SEESL also 

hosts large testing equipment including structural shake tables, which generate a large amount of 

mechanical energy. The laboratory was designed and constructed to allow multiple concurrent 

experiments while preventing confounding dynamic energy from propagating across the facility. 

This was accomplished by dividing the working areas of the laboratory into dynamically-isolated 

zones. Structurally separating these zones reduces the transference of energy, and methods of 

isolation include underlying trenches, seams in structural members, and other local isolation 

mechanisms. 

The portion of SEESL that the laminar box is built upon is isolated from the majority of the rest 

of the lab by a grid of 30-in diameter concrete caissons that are drilled into the underlying 

bedrock. The reinforced-concreted walls and piers, that reach up from the caissons to the main 

level, are more than 2.5-ft thick. The floor that the laminar box system sits on is composed of a 

2-ft thick reinforced-concrete slab. This strong floor is perforated with a 2-ft by 2-ft grid of 

through-holes that provide locations to attach equipment and materials. The bottom-most laminar 

box equipment is rigidly attached to the strong floor via this grid. The foundation of the entire 

laboratory was designed in such a way to provide adequate support for running large-scale 

experiments and provides an assumed rigid-isolated boundary condition. 
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3.2 Laminar box components 

The laminar box is composed of many substructures that work in unison to provide the intended 

capability of executing these large-scale geotechnical testing experiments. Major components 

include the rigid boundary conditions provided by the laboratory strong floor, the base shake 

table, the actuator system, the laminate system. 

3.2.1 Laminar box base 

The laminar box base is constructed of an assembly of steel sections, stiffeners, and plates. This 

bulk-steel structure is isolated from the floor by ball bearings and supports the laminate system 

above. 

Specifically, the base is made of an assembly of six Wl 6x57 sections stiffened by other W and C 

steel sections. Steel bars are bolted to the bottom flanges of these W16x57 sections. The bars are 

38.1-mm (1.5-in) thick and are tapped to accept the threaded ends of an array of ball-bearing 

assemblies. The ball bearings roll on top of hardened-steel plates. These hard plates are fastened 

to an 8.1-mm (1.5-in) thick, hydro-stone leveled, steel plate. The leveled steel plate is bolted to 

the laboratory strong floor. 

A 19.05-mm (¾-in) thick steel plate is rigidly fastened to the top flanges of the W16x57 sections. 

This plate provides the structural bottom of the laminar box soil container. Rigidly fastened to 

this steel plate, i.e. the top of the base shake table, is the first ring of the laminate system. 

Because this first laminate is connected to the laminar box base, it has a slightly different design 
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than all of the other laminates. When it was lifted for repair, the photo below shows the 

underside of the laminar box base. 

Figure 3.1 Underneath GLB 

The above photo was taken when the GLB was lifted for maintenance. 

There was a significant redesign and modifications were made to the laminar box base in 2017. 

Prior to the redesign, there were 264 ball bearings below the laminar box that allowed the base to 

roll on top of the hardened steel plates on the strong floor. In the summer of 2017, an additional 

48 bearings, i.e. 12 at each comer of the base, were added to increase the total number to 312. 

The ball bearings are high-capacity 9144 Omnitrack Ball Transfer Units or equivalent. These 

bearings are rated for 2,500-lbs ofload and each weigh 2.65 lbs. 
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Figure 3.2 Ball bearings used in GLB 

Photograph (left) and drawing of the type of bearing used underneath the GLB and in between the 
laminates. Figure on right compliments of Omnitrack®. 

At the same time of adding bearings, the connection between the actuators and the laminar box 

base was modified resulting in a relocation of where the base energy is applied. Prior to the 

modifications, there was a connection frame attached to the top of the base table. This frame was 

bolted to the box base and the actuator ram hinges were bolted to this frame. This resulted in the 

applied base motion vectors to be above the horizontal plane of the GLB base table top. 

Modifications resulted in a lowering of the actuators to be in line with the base. The photo below 

shows the pre-2017 actuator setup and connection to the base. 
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Figure 3.3 GLB actuator setup prior to the summer-2017 modifications 
The actuators were connected to the top of the GLB base. 

Prior to the summer of 2017, the assembled laminar box base, actuator connection frame, and 

bearings were calculated to weigh approximately 23.1 kips . Due to the removal of the actuator 

connection frame, the modifications of 2017 resulted in a 2,500-lbs reduction in weight, with 

almost all of this mass coming off the west actuated-edge of the base. Therefore, including the 

added weight of new bearings and reduction in weight due to retrofits, the current weight of the 

base assembly is approximately 21.2 kips, or a net loss of 1.9 kips . 

The modifications also resulted in a change in the location of the center of mass of the base 

assembly. Prior to the modifications, the center of mass (COM) of the base was calculated to be 

18.83-in above the top surface of the strong floor. The modifications resulted in a lowering of the 

center of mass to a height of 16.64-in, i.e. approximately a 2.2-in change. Figure 3.4 through 

Figure 3.7 show the major components of the GLB base pre and post-summer 2017. The figures 
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in section 4.2 show rounded values of these COM locations, but relative to the top of the base 

rolling surface. 

Figure 3.4 Plan view of pre-summer 2017 base modifications 

Prior to 2017, the GLB was insufficiently-supported in the four comers of the base. 

\ \ I 

Figure 3.5 Elevation view of pre-summer 2017 base modifications 

Prior to 2017, the actuators were attached above the GLB base. 
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Figure 3.6 Plan view of post-summer 2017 base modifications 

During the summer of 2017, the GLB was modified. During these modifications, extra bearings were 
added and the actuators were repositioned. 

J 

Figure 3.7 Elevation view of post-summer 2017 base modifications 

During the 2017 modifications, the actuators were placed in-line with the GLB base. 
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3.2.2 Actuating system 

The laminar box base is controlled with two MTS 500-kN (110-kips) three-stage displacement

controlled hydraulic actuators . The maximum static and dynamic stroke of the actuators are, 

respectively, 304.8 mm (12 in) and 254 mm (10 in) . Each actuator has an in-line MTS Model 

661 .23 500-kN force transducer (load cell) that measures the forces generated during a motion. 

Additionally, built-in to the actuators, are linear variable differential transformer (L VDT) 

displacement transducers. The input motions are controlled using MTS Model 793 .10 

MultiPurpose TestWare and Series 793 software. 

The actuators are displacement controlled and require a time-displacement command. This type 

of control is not perfect and results in error between the command and actual response. This is 

due to the inherent nature and tuning limitations of the hydraulic actuators as well as the 

structural-dynamic properties of the laminar box and its contents. Therefore, it is imperative that 

the base is measured for actual motion with redundant acceleration and displacement 

transducers. There can be measurable differences between the displacement command, the 

actuator-LVDT measurements, and other measurements made by redundant-base instrumentation 

- an example of such discrepancies is illustrated in section 5 .2 .8. 

The box is currently actuated only in one horizontal direction and is restrained from lateral 

movement in the other. It is therefore said to be uniaxial; however, the box laminates could be 

transported to a multi-degree of freedom shake table. The base is currently actuated in the east

west direction and the actuators are located at the west end of the box. Positive displacement of 

the actuators results in an eastward movement of the laminar box. More commonly, Cartesian 
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coordinates are used when describing laminar box motion and data. In this document, sign 

convention is set such that movements to the east, i.e. a positive displacement of the actuators, is 

considered in the positive X direction. 

The two actuators are part of a leader-follower hydraulic system. It is therefore important to 

distinguish the two actuators and their respective data sets from each other. This distinction is 

made by using 'north' and 'south' identifiers. The forces that the actuators impose on the base 

are resisted by two large-yellow steel reaction frames. The actuators are positioned between the 

laminar box base and the reaction frames. The frames are bolted to the strong floor and are 

assumed to provide sufficient support to run tests. 

Figure 3.8 Overhead view of GLB actuation system 

Photo of the actuation system after lowering the actuators. Note yellow reaction frames. 
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Figure 3.9 Up-close shot of the actuator connection modifications 

The new connection, removal of the old frame, has lowered the base 's center of mass. 

3.2.3 Intra- and inter-laminate design 

3.2.3.1 General description 

The main laminar box container is 6-m tall (240-in), and has interior planar dimensions that are 

5-m (196-in) long and 2.75-m (108-in) wide. The origin of the established coordinate system is 

located on the top of the laminar box base in the southwest comer. Using this coordinate system 

allows all points within the box to be positive. Thus, as mentioned earlier, the positive X 

direction is toward the east, the positive Y direction is toward the north, and the positive Z 

direction is upward. 
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Typical model construction yields an initial soil column height of 5 meters. This testing height 

produces an initial soil-column volume of approximately 69 m3 (90 yd3
) which constitutes a 

calculated saturated weight ( see following sections for description of soil properties) of 

approximately 146 metric tons (321 kips) of material. Taken in the winter of 2018, below, is an 

isometric photo of the box captured from the north-west perspective. 

Figure 3.10 Isometric view of the UB GLB 

The max-shearing height of the GLB is 6m, the shaking direction is 5-m long, and depth, e.g. edge that 
actuators are connected to , is 2.75 meters. 
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3.2.3.2 Laminates 

The laminar box is comprised of 40 individual laminate rings that are stacked on top of each 

other and separated by ball bearings. As mentioned before, the base ring, labeled as ring 0, is 

rigidly fastened to the base assembly. Each independent laminate, i.e. any laminate other than the 

one fixed to the base, is numbered from the bottom to the top sequentially from 1 to 39. The 

bottom five laminates are built from A992 Wl 0x26 sections and the top 34 laminates are A992 

W10x22 sections. For a typical laminate ring, the comers are structurally connected via welds. 

On the north and south edges of a typical laminate ring, splices with bolts are used to fasten 

together the east and west portions of laminate into a composite piece. 

Because testing results in a typical laminate moving in a horizontal plane, the W-sections that 

make up a typical laminate ring were designed to be rotated and fabricated in the strong position. 

This means that the webs of the steel sections are horizontal with respect to the ground while the 

flanges point in the vertical direction. Further, the flanges orientation provides a flat boundary 

between the laminate and box contents. The depth of a steel section that makes up a typical 

laminate is 10.33 inches. 

The flanges of the laminate sections are 5.75-in tall and, due to where the bearing are set, there is 

a 0.25-in gap between successive laminates. Therefore, other than the first shearing zone 

between the base and laminate 1, each laminate creates a shearing soil layers that is 152.4-mm 

(6-in) thick. Given this information and the interior planar dimension of the box, the volume 

contained within a typical shearing layer is 2.10 m3 (74.0 ft3
). 
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Omnitrack ball bearings are also used to allow the laminates to glide on top of each other. 

Bearings are attached to the webs of the W-sections that make up the laminates. The quantity of 

bearings varies along the height of the box as shown in the following table. 

SLOT SHALL --- BALL BEARINGS 

BE 12" LONG ,,_ ~ LAMINATE 

/ .,,,..--------1/4" HARDENED PL 

BALL BEARING BY OTHERS 

~ __---- THREADED HOLES 

~ I~$$~~~:__~--- BOLT HOLES 
---LAMINATE 

1/4" HARDENED 
PLATE6 1/2" 

EXTERIOR 
FACE 

Figure 3.11 Section drawing of inter-laminate design 

Bearings separate the [ rigid] laminates allowing shearing of discrete soil layers . This shop drawing was 
taken from the GLB fabrication plans (property ofUB). 

Table 3.1 GLB bearings schedule 

After the 2017 modifications, 48 bearings were added underneath the GLB resulting in a total of 312. 

Laminates Number of Bearings per Laminate 

31 - 39 14 
22 - 30 28 

14 - 21 42 
6 - 13 56 
0-5 76 

Base 264 / 312 

In total there are 1,618 bearings within the laminates. As the following shop drawing shows, the 

bearings are evenly spaced around the perimeter of the laminates. 
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Figure 3.12 Plan-view drawing of typical GLB laminate 

A typical laminate is composed of many sub-components including bearings, motions-restricting 
structures, and splices. This shop drawing was taken from the GLB fabrication plans (property ofUB). 

As a safety feature, a rubber-stopper system within the laminate cavities restricts the maximum 

motion of two relative laminates in both the X and Y directions. After directly measuring several 

laminates, it was determined that this restriction is 88.9 mm (3.5 in). 

A typical laminate has a mass of approximately 1 metric ton (2.25 kips) and differences in the 

weights of the most upper and lower laminates is negligible for most analyses. The laminate 

steel, laminate bearings, and associated hardware account for 41. 6-metric tons (91. 8 kips) of load 

on top of the box base. The picture below shows a few laminates removed from the GLB. 
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Figure 3.13 Laminates stacked during disassembly 

The photo above was taken during the sumrner-2017 disassembly. 

3.2.3.3 Containment membrane 

A 3-mm thick assembly of ethylene propylene diene monomer (EPDM) rubber is used as a liner 

and is placed along the inside of the laminar box. Due to the presence of engineered gaps 

between laminates, the purpose of the liner is to contain the soil during filling and testing. 

The EPDM material is impervious and creates an undrained boundary condition at the laminate 

and base soil interfaces. Therefore, the only possible drained direction is in the positive-vertical 

direction of the soil column, i.e. towards the top free surface. Theoretically, the rubber liner also 

provides a boundary that insulates the soil from outside electrical charges. 
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The EPDM liner is hung from poles and hooks that are attached to the top-most laminate. When 

the GLB is full of material, the weight of the contents within the GLB stretches, via down-drag, 

the liner along the inside of the box. 

3.2.3.4 Guidance-restraint system 

A guidance and restraint system surrounds the box to ensure safe and uniform-shearing motion. 

The system consists of three main guidance systems: lateral, overhead, and an inclined test 

safety-restraint systems. 

The lateral guidance system consists of four columns, two to the north of the laminar box and 

two to the south, where both sets are 12-ft on center. These columns and their subsystem of 

reaction guidance pads direct the laminates in a uniaxial direction during the testing motions. 

This system prevents twisting or torsion of the soil column and only allows one-dimensional 

shear wave input. It guides the laminates with spring-loaded Teflon-layered assemblies that run 

up the sides of the GLB - check out Figure 3.14 for a couple photographs. 

The amount of spring force pressure the Teflon exerts on the laminates is adjusted by moving 

nuts along threaded rods in the lateral guidance system. The Teflon pressure along the sides of 

the laminates is relatively low and the nuts are simply adjusted by hand to establish the uniaxial 

laminate direction. 

At the four comers of the box base are steel guide assemblies that keep the base moving in a 

uniaxial direction. These base guides also are spring loaded and padded with Teflon, as partially 

shown in Figure 3.9 and others. 
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The overhead guidance system is composed of two overhead W12x96 beams that are in-line with 

the uniaxial motion. They hang from two cross beams that span between the lateral guidance 

system columns. The beams prevent the laminar box from rocking and overturning. The north 

and south bearings oflaminate 39 interface with the bottom flange of these two beams. After the 

laminar box is filled with soil, these beams are adjusted ensuring there is bearing contact on all 

laminates. 

Figure 3.14 Teflon-padded guides 

Spring-loaded Teflon guides help keep the GLB shearing in a uni-axial direction. 

The laminar box is capable of conducting lateral spreading testing with an inclined setup of 

laminates. This is done by substituting a two-degree skewed laminate at the base, which tilts the 
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above laminates and soil column to an incline of 2 degrees. The inclined test safety restraint 

system is installed to prevent catastrophic failure in inclined lateral-spreading tests. This safety 

system consists of two columns and spring-loaded reaction plates in the direction of testing and 

inclined tilt. It is setup opposite to the base-actuator setup at the east end of the GLB. This 

system is not necessary unless lateral spreading inclined testing is being run. 

3.3 Soil media 

The laminar box was designed and constructed to advance fundamental research of geologic 

materials and ultimately their interaction with infrastructure. The box was designed to test 

earthen materials that have particle-size ranges much smaller than the thickness of the laminate 

shearing layers. To date only Ottawa F-55 sand has been used in the box; however, other soil or 

gravel mixtures could be used in the box. 

Ottawa F-55 sand was quarried from Ottawa, Illinois, USA, purchased from the US Silica 

Company, and shipped to UB in large fabric sacks. As of this writing, UB has approximately 

128-m3 of fresh-bagged F55 stockpiled in a nearby laydown yard. Another approximately 95-m3 

is currently used for box testing. All of this material, when not in the box, is held in three storage 

containers outside of the SEESL. Approximately 70 m3 of F-55 is typically used in the laminar 

box during testing, resulting in approximately a 15-m3 contingency left in the storage containers 

after filling. 
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Parameter of Interest 

Particle size analysis 

uses classification 

Specific gravity of solids 

Void ratio (range) 

Hydraullic conductivity 

Direct shear 

Moisture content ( extraction) 

Moisture retention (specific yield) 

Triaxial tests (monotonic and/or dynamic): 

- Strength and strain 

- Modulus 

- Damping 
Resonant colunm and torsional shear tests: 

- Strength and strain 

- Modulus 

- Damping 

ASTM / Other 

D-422 

D-2487 

D-854 

D-4253 & 4254 

D-1557 & 4254 

D-2434 

D-3080 

D-2216 

GLB (custom) 

ASTM D-3999 & 

5311 

ASTM D-4015 

Thevanyagam et 

al. (2003) 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

UB Tests UT Austin 

2015-2019 2017 

X 

X X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

* 
* 
* 

X 
X 

X 

Note that Thevanayagam et al. (2003) is a United States Geological Survey report that comprises 

a main report, several copies ofjournal and conference papers, and a lengthy appendix of data. 

This reference, other separate papers contained within, as well as specific data is cited separately 
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and wholly as needed. Also note, some of the data presented in this section has been replotted or 

re-tabulated for clarity. The following tests have been performed on the F-55 sand: 

3.3.1.1 Elementary index values 

Ottawa F-55 is a silica sand with minimal fines and has a USCS classification of a poorly-graded 

sand (SP). Gradation analyses were run on several samples and the gradation curves are shown in 

Figure 3.15. 

F55 Gradation Curves 
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Figure 3.15 Particle-size analysis of F55 sand 

Samples 'Fresh l' and 'Fresh 2' were taken directly from a new bag of F-55 sand. Samples 'SEESL l' 
through 'SEESL 5' were mixes of small samples taken randomly from the top 36 inches of the sand
storage tanks outside SEESL. Abdoun et. al. (2016) and Thevanayagam et al. (2003) also tested F-55 sand 
and their approximate gradation curves are plotted as well. 

Based on and in addition to these curves, other indices and properties for the F55 sand have been 

measured and calculated. Thevanayagam et al. (2003) reported the values in Table 3.3. Recently, 
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the same basic indices were measured at UB, shown in Table 3.4. Given these more-recent 

measured parameters, particularly void ratio range, the values in Table 3.5 were calculated. 

Table 3.3 Index properties of F55 sand as reported by Thevanayagam et al. (2003) 

Parameters Values 

Gs 2 .65 

emax 0.800 

emin 0.608 

D10, mm 0.16 

D30, mm 0.22 

Dso, mm 0.25 

D6o, mm 0.27 

Cu =D60/D10 1.69 

Cc= D3/l (D10D60) 1.12 

Hydraulic Conductivity, k, 10-3 cmfs 0.6 - 1.3 

Table 3.4 Index properties of F55 sand measured at UB between 2015 and 2017 

Parameters Values 

emax 0.758 

emin 0.505 

D10, mm 0.18 

D30, mm 0.28 

Dso, mm 0.33 

D6o, mm 0.35 

Cu =D60/D10 2.00 

Cc= D3/l (D10D60) 1.24 

Hydraulic Conductivity, k, 10-3 cmfs 5.5 -7.0 
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Table 3.5 Bulk parameters of GLB sand 

Depending on void ratio and moisture content, the following ranges have been computed for F55 sand. 
The values highlighted in red indicate the limit-states of the F55 expected during the testing discussed in 
this dissertation - these ranges are stated here now and will be utilized in following sections. 

Dry MC=3% Saturated 

Parameter emax eo emin emax eo emin emax eo emin 

Unit Weight, Ib/fJ:3 94.6 96.1 110.5 97.43 99.0 113.8 121.5 122.5 131.4 

Density, glcm3 1.516 1.540 1.771 1.561 1.587 1.824 1.947 1.962 2.106 

Void ratio, e 0.758 0.730 0.505 0.758 0.730 0.505 0.758 0.730 0.505 

Moisture, % 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 28.44 27.39 18.95 

Relative Density, Dr 0.00 0.11 1.00 0.00 0.11 1.00 0.00 0.11 1.00 

The values Thevanayagam et al. (2003) measured are for fresh F-55 sand, i.e. sand directly 

sampled from the Ottawa quarries. Conversely, the recent values, of void-ratio range and 

hydraulic conductivity, were established from sand taken from the testing stockpile. This testing 

stockpile, as explained in section 3 .4, is of sand that has been utilized in several tests, where the 

act of pumping the sand into the box may result in a reduction in grain size. Therefore, it is 

expected that the index measurements of fresh F-55 sand will be different compared to sand that 

has been used. The differences between soil properties, between Thevanayagam et al. (2003) and 

the more-recent testing, may also differ due to the methods used to determine properties. For 

example, Thevanayagam et al. (2003) used ASTM D-1557 to determine emin, which is a standard 

used to compute compaction. Never-the-less, these basic index results have been presented for 

completeness. Further analyses will not consider the Thevanayagam et al. (2003) values. The 

most-recent index measurements will be used for further computations, unless otherwise stated. 
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Therefore, based on the recent values shown in Table 3.5, estimations of the ranges of expected 

overburden stresses at the bottom of the laminar box can be made. The highest achievable soil 

self-weight vertical stresses in the laminar box, when using F-55 sand, would be if the container 

was completely full with material. Assuming the densest void ratio, enun, and saturated 

conditions, the overburden-vertical total stress at the bottom of the GLB would be approximately 

2,630 psf or 124 kPa. Similarly, a 16.5-ft (5-m) tall GLB soil column would yield an overburden 

pressure, at the bottom of the GLB, of 2,170 psf (103 kPa). These are hypothetical values that 

approximate maximum achievable stresses. Computed linear-stress profiles of the actual 

different experimental test setups, that will be covered in this dissertation, are presented in 

section 4. 5. 

3.3.1.2 Measured strength parameters by Thevanayagam et al. (2003) 

As eluded to in the previous section, because Thevanayagam et al. (2003) measured elemental 

properties of fresh F-55 soil, the measurements do not exactly represent the soil used in the 

experiments described in this dissertation. However, due to limited strength data of F55 sand, 

monotonic and dynamic triaxial data for the fresh F-55 is presented here and will be used when 

needed. Assumptions on the validity of said data will be established in context. 

Thevanayagam et al. (2003) provides data from 21 monotonic and 23 dynamic undrained triaxial 

tests on fresh F-55 sand. Samples were prepared by either dry pluviation or moisture tamping. 

All of the samples were saturated and then consolidated to a final confining pressure 100 kPa 

(2089 psf) . Monotonically, samples were sheared at an axial-strain rate of 0.6% per minute. The 

samples were sheared up to, but not exceeding, 23% axial strain. Figure 3.16 shows a summary 

report of a monotonic test, taken from Thevanayagam et al. (2003). 
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Test Information Summary Table 

Test Mode: Geocomp 

File Name: r070799 

Soil Tvoe: OSF55-40 

Dry Soil Weight (g) : 1004.9 

Sample Heiaht (cm): 15.1 

Final B Value: 0.92 

lnteraranular Void Ratio: 0.722 

Final Consolidation Confining Stress (kPa): 

Final Cell Pressure (kPa): 

Final Back Pressure (kPa): 

Final Shear Induced Pore Pressure (kPa): 

Final Effective Mean Stress o' (kPal : 

Final Effective Deviatoric Stress a' (kPa): 

sig3' vs strain 
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Test Date: 7/07/99 

Fine Content(%): 0.001 

Preoaration Method: MT 
Initial Water in Sample (g) (preparation) : 276.5 

Final Water in Sample (a) (shear phase): 273.9 

Void Ratio: 0.722 
**1'r'ki111'r1'r1'1'1'r1'r1'tlnterfine Void Ratio: 

100 Final Strain (%): 21 

630 Calculated Friction Anale: 29 

348 Young's Modulus E (0.05%) (kPa): 66273 

-182 Shear Modulus G (0 .05%) (kPa): 22091 

452 Final Effective Siama 1 (kPa): 791 

509 Final Effective Sigma3 (kPa): 282 

dev stress vs strain (overall) 
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Figure 3.16 Sample of monotonic-triaxial testing data for fresh F55 sand (Thevanayagam et al. 
2003) 
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• • 

For each monotonic test, the secant shear modulus at 0.05% axial strain (Go.os) was measured for 

the new F-55 sand. A plot showing the relationship between Go.os and void ratio is shown in 

Figure 3.17. 
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Figure 3_17 Void ratio v_shear modulus for fresh F55 sand 

Figure based on Thevanayagam et al. (2003) data. A linear best-fit curve and equation is included. 

~--------- ... -----------.. ..,. 

c/J - -68.3*Ea,max + 41.4 
12 

0.02 0.08 0.14 0.2 0.26 
Maximum axial shear strain, Ea,mex 

Figure 3_18 Maximum shear strain v_ friction angle for fresh F55 sand 

Figure based on Thevanayagam et al. (2003) data. A linear best-fit curve and equation is included. 
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Cyclic data was acquired by Thevanayagam et al. (2003) for clean F-55. Below, in Figure 3.19, 

is an example of data taken from that report. For more information and a complete set of data, 

refer to Thevanayagam et al. (2003). 

Test No.: C09 File Name: c021100a Soil Type: OS-00 e=0.676 
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Figure 3.19 Cyclic triaxial data for fresh F55 sand 
The above figure was taken from Thevanayagam et al. (2003). 

3.3.1.3 Measured strength parameters by UT Austin 

Additional testing of the F-55 sand was conducted by Professor Kenneth Stokoe's group at the 

University of Texas, Austin in the fall of 2017. The sand tested is considered representative of 

the sand tested in the laminar box as it was directly sampled from the local storage stockpiles. 

Resonant column and torsional shear tests were used to quantify many parameters including the 

shear modulus degradation curves and damping ratio curves as a function of confining pressure. 

The report is based on the parameters and assumptions listed in Table 3.6. 
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Table 3.6 Initial parameters of UT Austin F-55 RCTS tests 

Total density, pcf 99.26 

Drv density, pcf 96.60 

Moistme/water content, % 2.9 

Specific gravity, Gs 2.65 

Degree ofsatmation, S, % 10.8 

Initial void ratio 0.71 

Initial relative rensity, Dr, % 58 

emax = 0.99 0.99 

emin = 0.50 0.50 

The void ratio range was estimated using "Youd's and Meng's relationships." One sample was 

tested first in the elastic range, via the resonant column test, where shear strains did not exceed a 

0.0002% threshold; these were low-amplitude tests. Additional torsional shear testing was 

conducted to test in the combined linear and nonlinear ranges. Figure 3.20 shows these stages 

and the confining pressures induced on the sample during those stages. 
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Figure 3.20 Loading stages and pressures during RCTS testing 
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Note that these samples were tested over a range of confining pressures. The range of applied 

confining pressures was planned to correspond to the range of depths expected in the laminar 

box due to presence of soil as well as any potential foundation and superstructure. 

Also note, unlike the saturated test results from Thevanayagam et al. (2003), at various void 

ratios, these tests were on a sample that was partially saturated, with a moisture content of 2.9 % 

and with a void ratio of 0.71 - both values are consistent with the soil as tested in the laminar 

box. 

The moisture content of a saturated F-55 sand sample, depending on void ratio, has a range of 

18.95 - 28.44%. The moisture content of the UT Austin sample was 2.9% and does not preclude 

the data, generated from those tests, from being used in saturated soil laminar box calculations. 

Darendeli (2001) established the importance of certain factors and their impact on geotechnical 

indices/measurements. 
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Table 3.7 Parameters and their levels of influence on modulus and damping 

This figure was taken from Darendeli (2001). 

Impact on Nom1alized Impact on Material 
Parameter 

Modulus Reduction Curve Damping Curve 

Strain Amplitude *** *** 
Mean Effective Confining 
Pressure *** *** 
Soil Type and Plasticity *** *** 
Number of Loading Cycles *+ ***++ 
Frequency of Loading :k 

(above I Hz) ** 
Overconsolidation Ratio * * 
Void Ratio * * 
Degree of Saturation * * 
Grain Characteristics, Size, 
Shape, Gradation, Mineralogy * * 

**"' Very Important + On competent soils mcluded 111 this study
** Important ++ Soil Type Dependent 
* Less Important 

Therefore, after Darendeli (2001), when considering saturated F-55 modulus and damping, it is a 

fair assumption that the impact of the low moisture content state of the UT Austin sample will be 

low when using the data from that test in analysis . Therefore, the values obtained by UT Austin 

about the F-55 sand will be applicable to most phases of the laminar box models, whether 

partially or completely saturated. 

Low amplitude tests with the resonant column system generated useful F-55 correlations. Best fit 

curves were calculated for the UT Austin data to relate the shear wave velocity, Vs, small-strain 

shear modulus, Gmax, and damping ratio, Dmin to cro, the total isotropic confining pressure. The 

correlations are shown in Equation 3 .1 through Equation 3. 4. 
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Equation 3.1 Shear-wave velocity as a function of confining pressure via RCTS testing 
As = 753 fps , ns = 0.248 and Pa is atmospheric pressure in the same units as Go, the total isotropic 

confining pressure. 

Equation 3.2 Small-strain shear modulus as a function of confining pressure via RCTS testing 
AG= 1759 ksf, nG = 0.497 and Pa is atmospheric pressure in the same units as Go, the total isotropic 

confining pressure. 

a0 ]nv 
Dmin = Av [Pa 

Equation 3.3 Material damping as a function of confining pressure via RCTS testing 
Ao = 0.079%, no= -0.548 and Pa is atmospheric pressure in the same units as GO, the total isotropic 

confining pressure. 

Void ratio was investigated as a function of total isotropic confining pressure. The equation of 

the trend line takes the form of the following equation. 
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e = -(2.814 * 10-5)a0 + 0.71184 

Equation 3.4 Void ratio as a function of confining pressure via RCTS testing 
The units of ao, the total isotropic confining pressure, is kPa. 

For higher strains, up to - 0.2 %, the resonant column was used at various isotropic confining 

pressures to define the dependency of shear modulus, and damping, on shear strain. 
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Figure 3.21 Shear modulus and damping as a function of shear strain via RCTS testing 

For all four confining pressures, shear strength is linear up to shear strains of 10-3 % and 

damping is small up to the same level of strain. There is a non-linear relationship between shear 

modulus and strains up to 0.1 % and data was not acquired for any larger shear strains. Similarly, 

damping is non-linearly related to shear strain, after the linear portion, up to approximately 0.1 %. 
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Normalization of shear modulus is helpful by collapsing the various G-curves into one concise 

pressure-independent backbone. The following plot shows the normalized shear modulus 

reduction of the F-55 sand. Further, torsional shear testing was conducted in conjunction with the 

resonant column tests. 
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Figure 3.22 Normalized shear modulus as a function of shear strain, and shear-wave velocity as a 
function of confining pressure, via RCTS testing. 

3.4 Storage and filling the laminar box 

The way the FF5 sand is stored and placed in the GLB, for testing, will be covered in this 

section. The general process for storing and filling the GLB has not changed since the first 

laminar box experiments in the early-NEES years. With that said, the original design for storing 
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and placing the material present certain issues of interest and an analysis is presented in this 

section. Some of this material has been copied over from Colletti (2016). 

3.4.1 Storage 

When the sand is not in the laminar box, it is stored in three ISO-standard shipping containers. 

The containers are 7-ft tall, 7-ft wide, and 24-ft long. Because these sand-storage tanks (SSTs) 

are outside, the sand is exposed to the natural environment causing minimal contamination. The 

aerial photo of the tanks below shows the actual layout and condition of the containers. 

Figure 3.23 Overhead photo of sand-storage containers 

The containers are made of steel and are not lined with any protective layer. Therefore, constant 

exposure to the elements and sand-water mixes provides an environment for rusting of the tank 
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interior. Further, biologic material such as seasonal plant matter, and the leftover bathing residue 

of local water fowl contaminates the tanks and the sand within. 

Prior to filling the laminar box with sand, sensors and instrumentation are placed in the empty 

container. Figure 3.24 shows equipment installed in the laminar box immediately prior to the 

introduction of the Ottawa F-55 sand. 

Figure 3.24 Embedded equipment and instrumentation 

Embedded equipment and instrumentation prior to GLB filling 
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3.4.2 Hydraulic filling 

A hydraulic slurry process is used to pump the sand into the laminar box via three-inch water 

lines. A positive-displacement dredging pump is used to chum up the water in the outdoor SSTs 

and pump the slurry into the carrier lines and eventually into the laminar box. The slurry travels 

from the tanks into the laboratory and then up 26-ft vertically to the 3rd floor SEESL mezzanine 

where it flows by gravity into the laminar box and dispersed via a diffuser. The laminar box is 

emptied by reversing the process after the completion of an experiment. 

Sliding-Electric 
Chain Hoist 

Outgoing 
Slurry to 
GLB Standing Plank Makeup 

Water 

Dredging Pump SST 

Figure 3.25 Elevation of pumping sand out of sand-storage tanks 

This pumping procedure is very labor intensive, requiring several days to complete and utilizes 

three technicians. Further, due to the fact that the SSTs reside outdoors under no shelter, the cold 

winter months make pumping impossible. Therefore, pumping, in or out, must be completed 

during safe-warm weather and this limitation reduces the amount of time, in a year, that projects 

can run. The map below shows the locations of the required equipment used in the process. 
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Figure 3.26 SEESL plan view of filling design 

The placement process requires one technician to stand on top of the laminar box and visually 

determine if the slurry has a reasonable concertation of sand-to-water ratio. The ratio may be 

adjusted as necessary. 

For safety and due to sand-pumping limitations, the soil column is placed to no more than 

approximately 5 meters (16.5 feet) high. This height limitation also allows for a final one meter 

of freeboard required when using the hydraulic filling and emptying processes. 
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With the goal of achieving a uniform density in the box during filling, a hydraulic deposition 

process is employed. It necessitates a constant water height with respect to the deposited soil. 

The distance between the settled sand surface and the free water surface is sometimes referred to 

as freeboard. It is also necessary to keep the height of the diffuser no more than 0.6 meters above 

the free water surface (Thevanayagam et al. 2009). This ensures that the sand particles reach 

terminal velocity in the water and maintain uniform density. This process mimics alluvial 

deposits and when the slurry is pumped into the box, the resulting soil column is loose, assumed 

homogeneous, and fully saturated. 

3.4.2.1 Comments on the filling process 

The above description is an ideal process for filling the GLB. There are a several items that 

should be restated and/or stressed and documented. 

Homogeneity of the soil column, i.e. the void-ratio as a function of depth is assumed to be 

constant, due to the hydraulic filling method. There is uncertainty associated with this 

assumption. Indeed, the soil column is initially loose. However, the exact density or void ratio at 

each spatial point within the container is not completely known. Methods to measure the 

placement state are covered in section 3.4.3 , but these techniques have limitations. 

Placement of soil in all comers of the GLB is difficult with the current filling method. It is very 

difficult to get the diffusing nozzle, with the crane, to navigate around embedded equipment. 

Also, because the slurry lines are affixed to the GLB in a permanent location, the placement 

range favors mounding of the soil and creates uneven filling. The return-water lines also enter 

the GLB in the same location. The presence of these lines, and the risk of burying the make-up 
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feed nozzles, requires that filling is conducted elsewhere, thereby creating a low-point during 

filling. 

The filling process runs relatively smoothly as the first three-quarters of the soil column is 

placed. However, during the placement of the final portion, it is difficult to keep three freeboard 

level at the desired height. Diffusion of the slurry into the GLB sometimes does not have 

adequate freeboard. Also, the saturated nature of the fill introduces a mounded unstable surface. 

Even small perturbations at the surface cause the upper layer to spread thereby ensuring a change 

in assumed-placement state in the top most layer after filling is complete. 

Other research, e.g. some of the tests briefly mentioned in section 2.4, have used the hydraulic 

slurry process. However, the others have placed their soil columns with more care and precision. 

Better filling techniques, such as placing thin lifts, compacting to a desired density, and checking 

with AS TM-approved techniques, such as using a sand cone or portable nuclear moisture and 

density gauge, would imply an all-but exact depth-to-relative density, Dr, profile. Slow and 

controlled placement would allow greater control of the initial state of the GLB soil column. 

There is no procedure, now, to creates various zones, lenses, or layers with the hydraulic method. 

Hand placement, yes - which would also be very labor intensive, would allow greater control in 

placement of embedded transducers. 

Most importantly, filling is labor intensive and dangerous. The method should be redesigned to 

minimize the cumbersome technical duties related to filling. Heavy-water lines and clogged soil 

lines, cold weather, and messy unsanitary-slurry creates occupational hazards that should be 

minimized. 
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Figure 3.27 Elevation illustration of GLB filling 
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Figure 3.28 Diffusion of slurry during GLB filling 

3.4.3 Monitoring placement 

3.4.3.1 Bucket method 

The soil properties in the laminar box can be determined using the "bucket method." This 

method involves a bucket, of known volume, that is lowered into the freeboard zone until it rests 

on the submerged sand surface. Then, the discharge nozzle is placed at the surface of the water 

and pumps slurry. Once the bucket is completely filled, it is gently extracted and processed to 

determine the index properties. Several bucket tests were performed to determine accurate values 

for void ratio and density. Values obtained were compared to data from Ghosh (2015). 
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Bucket Test Results, Ghosh (2015) and TP3 
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Figure 3.29 Measurements of void ratio during filling 

The bucket-test results (top) show the spread of void-ratio measurements as a function of filling depth. 
The histogram (bottom) shows the spread of the data. Data was combined from recent tests as well as data 
from Ghosh (2015) 
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Bucket Test Results, Ghosh (2015) and TP3 
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Figure 3.30 Measurements of void ratio during filling 

The bucket-test results (top) show the spread of density measurements as a function of filling depth. The 
histogram (bottom) shows the spread of the data. Data was combined from recent tests as well as data 
from Ghosh (2015) 
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Limitations to the bucket tests are as follows: 

1) The sampling point is approximate because it is hard to determine the bucket' s exact 

location under the murky water. The values acquired can be confidently reported within 

36 inches of the sampling point. 

2) The samples may be disturbed during the extraction process, causing artificial 

densification. 

3.4.3.2 Slow sampling of displacement transducers 

Shifting of the submerged soil column can occur in the laminar box, which could change in-situ 

soil properties. Slow sampling of in-situ transducer data shows that as filling occurs, there are 

measurable amounts of deformation. If this happens after a bucket measurement, it could 

introduce added uncertainty to previous bucket-method sample measurements. 

Figure 3.31 shows data that supports this observation. The plots show the data of two arrays of 

displacement transducers, which are the plots in the two columns of the figure. Each row of the 

figure shows displacement in the three Cartesian directions. As filling progresses, there are 

intermittent-sharp-vertical shifts in the plots. These shifts show that there can be measurable 

changes in soil-column matrix during filling. The most-obvious example is the change in height, 

i.e. Z-direction, of the soil column in the southeast comer of the GLB at approximately 100 

minutes after filling started. 

These changes can then be used to interpret bucket measurements as change in position is related 

to volumetric strain which can then be used to adjust local-bucket values. 
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Figure 3.31 Slow sampling of SAA data during GLB filling 
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3.4.4 Dewatering the laminar box 

Once filling is complete, the soil column is still completely saturated. The water table level can 

be controlled by pumping water out of the laminar box. The designs and method described in this 

section have been implemented twice and provide decent results. 

3.4.4.1 Deep-well system 

Prior to filling, a deep well system is installed in the laminar box. The system functions by 

placing pumps at the bottom of perforated corrugated plastic pipe (PCPP) tubes. The PCPP is 

wrapped in a geotextile that prevents passage of solid particles. Trash pumps are lowered in to 

the wells to the desired depth, water drains towards the wells, and the water is pumped out of the 

laminar box and is sent to disposal. 

The PCPP deep wells have a 6-in inner diameter. The wells create a preferred drainage path 

when excess pore water pressure is generated. The PCPPs are artificially sealed at the initial 

water table height, prior to shaking, to prevent further drainage during model testing. By 

plugging the PCPPs, an impermeable boundary, like the ones also found at the nearby liner

laminate boundaries, is preserved. 

Pumping water out of the laminar box soil column must be conducted slowly. If water is pumped 

too fast, changes in stresses may result in changes in soil-grain arrangements. By monitoring the 

flow rate of the pumping operations, the volume of water removed can be measured. This can 

help determine in-situ void ratio and measure the specific yield and retention properties of the 

geomaterial. Given the index properties presented in section 3.3 and assuming the placed F55 is 
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near emax, approximately 30 of the 69 m3 of total soil column volume is water. Table 3.8 shows 

measurements made during pumping. 

Table 3.8 Complete GLB-dewatering data, fall 2016 

The total amount of water pumped out of the GLB, over the whole height is approximately half of the 
volume of voids . 

Cumulative Discharge Pumped, Pumped, 

pump time, min flow, GPM Gallons m 3 

30 20 600 2.27 

60 20 600 2.27 

90 20 600 2.27 

120 20 600 2.27 

150 20 600 2.27 

180 20 600 2.27 

210 15 450 1.70 

240 10 300 1.14 

Total= 16.47 

3.4.4.2 Specific yield of F-55 

According to Johnson (1967), the specific yield of a soil is calculated as the ratio of the volume 

of water which, after being saturated, will yield by gravity to its own volume. The specific yield 

is 0.24 for the above pumping operation. This value falls within the ranges of specific yield for 

fine and medium sand, which are 0.10 to 0.32 and 0.15 to 0.32 (Johnson 1967, Fitts 2013). 

Depending on the level to which the water table is dropped there will be resulting vadose and 

capillary zones. Figure 3.32 illustrates the state of the GLB in partially-saturated conditions. The 
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amount of water left in this region is a function ofF55 's specific yield, i.e. amount of water 

retained after free drainage. 

Ground surface 

Water, air Unsaturated or Vadose zone 

in pores (vadose water) J:.., 
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Cl 

Water table • • · • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
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0 100 

Pore Water Pressure % of pore space 
occupied by water 

Figure 3.32 Ground water illustration and typical terms 

The above figure was taken from Fitts (2013). 

3.4.4.3 Moisture content of desaturated zone 

Moisture sensors and by-hand direct extraction methods were used to monitor the typical laminar 

box vadose state. Figure 3.33 shows the moisture contents of the vadose zone in the laminar box 

with a model half saturated. A moisture content of 3 % is a good approximation of the saturation 

in the vadose zone. This value of 3% is therefore used as an intermediate level of interest as 

shown in Table 3.5. Further, this value served as the basis for the water contents tested in the 

RCTS testing detailed in section 3 .3 .1.3. Deeper moisture sensors confirm that the saturated zone 

is near the expected moisture content ofloose F-55. 
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Moisture Profile in GLB mid-Jan 2018 
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Figure 3.33 Moisture content of the GLB during TP2 

The plot shows data via extraction and moisture content determined via custom-built moisture content 
sensors. 
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3.4.4.4 Method for determining in-situ void ratio 

Using a deep-well system in conjunction with embedded moisture-content sensors provides an 

accurate method for measuring in-situ void ratio in the GLB. Error! Reference source not f 

ound. helps illustrate the scenario. 

r Moisture-content ~ 
sensor array "" 

:::c: 
...... 
i:i.. ...... 

..c:l= Q N 
..c:l~ 

C) 
C) p0 

I ~ 
Soil Container 

Figure 3.34 Elevation of soil container with desaturated layer, determining void ratio 

For example, assume hl is the initial height of the water table and h2 is final height of the water 

table. These values can be visually determined by looking down the deep well system and using 

a tape measure, e.g. L1. Similarly, these heights can be determined with the location of a static 

pore-water pressure reading, p 1, because the location of P is known via ShapeAccelArray 

information (see section 3.6.1.1 for explanation ofShapeAccelArrays). 
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If the location of moisture content sensor "m" is known, again with ShapeAccelArray data, and 

readings are taken before and after lowering the water table, the in-situ void ratio can be 

determined as follows: 

Wwz 
mc2 =w., = vt1s * mczWwz 

s 

Equation 3.5 Derivation of GLB Void ratio 
mc1 is the moisture content reading (in decimal form) before pumping down the water table, 
mc2 is the moisture content after pumping down the water table, 
vt7s is the weight of the solids in the representative layer, 
Ww1 is the weight of the water in the representative layer before pumping down the water table, 
Wwz is the weight of the water in the representative layer after pumping down the water table. 

vd *Ywvt1s =----
mc1 -mc2 

Equation 3.6 Derivation of GLB Void ratio 
Wd is the weight of the water discharged during pumping, 
Vd is the measured volume of the water discharged during pumping, 
yd is the unit weight of water. 
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Vd * Yw )1
(hl - h2) * l * w - [(mc1 - mcz 

Gs* Yw 

e = (hl - h2) * l * w * VGs* Yw 1- 1 
[ ( 

d * Yw ) 
mc1 -mc2 

Gs * (mc1 - mc2)] 
e = (hl - h2) * l * w * [ Vd - 1 

Equation 3. 7 Derivation of GLB Void ratio 
V is the total volume of the representative layer, 
land ware the plan (rectangular) dimensions of the container and are in the same units as hl and h2, 
Gs is the specific gravity of soil solids. 

Notice in the last equation for void ratio, the variables highlighted in red are acquired in the lab 

as part of this method - all others do not change regardless of the state of the soil column. 

Obviously, there are a few assumptions in this example: 

1) The readings at "m" are representative for the layer. The layer is defined by the plan area 

of the container and the change in water table height. This assumption implies that the 
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void ratio is constant throughout the layer. Uncertainty here can be minimized by using 

an adequate number of moisture sensors thereby giving high resolution of void ratio as a 

function of depth. 

2) The water table is pumped down slowly and flow was not turbulent. By pumping water 

out slowly, intergranular forces are not created and void ratio is preserved within the 

representative layer. 

3) The mass of sand that is not present where the deep well penetrates through the 

representative layer, was not considered during these calculations. However, knowing the 

interior diameter of the deep well, a simple correction calculation can be made to further 

minimize uncertainty. Errors like this should be accounted for in more varied conditions, 

e.g. the volume that takes up soil space in the representative layer due to a foundation. 

In a saturated condition, i.e. S = 1, there is no need to go through with this method as void ratio 

can be calculated simply as water content* G5 • However, if the soil of a representative layer is 

desaturated or there are changes in void ratio of the desaturated zone, this is a new way to keep 

track of this important changing parameter. 

3.5 Hybrid shake table 

Briefly, the UB GLB has been used to execute advanced foundation-soil interface conditions 

using a hybrid-shake table (HST). The HST was designed at UB and is capable of running real

time in-the-loop algorithms that give experimenters the ability to impose, with confidence, 

various boundary conditions on attached structures. An extensive account of the development of 

the HST can be found in Stefanaki (2017), and concise information on GLB-HST testing, to date, 

can be found in Stefanaki et al. (2015), Stefanaki (2017), and Colletti et al. (2017). Photographs 
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of the HST in the GLB are shown in Figure 3.35 and Figure 3.36. In subsequent chapters, the 

GLB-HST testing will be presented and described, and some representative data will be 

analyzed. 

Figure 3.35 Overhead view of the HST in GLB 
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Figure 3.36 Side view of the HST in the GLB 

3.6 Instrumentation 

Sensors and instrumentation are used to capture specific parameters during testing. Data 

collected must be processed and interpreted. Data is acquired across many platforms when 

running laminar box experiments and the curating and post processing of all data is done in 

conjunction with testing notes. The combination of observations taken during testing plus the 

raw data allows for further assessment of the physics in the laminar box. 
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Figure 3.37 Schematic of GLB instrumentation systems 

Ideally, the dashed lines show that, all acquisition systems are activated at the initiation of GLB testing. 
See section 5.2.1 for more information. 
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3.6.1 Embedded instrumentation 

Equipment is placed in the laminar box prior to filling the container with soil. Some of the 

equipment, e.g. the deep-well system, is not used for acquiring data but rather to achieve a 

testing goal. Any equipment or instrumentation placed in the container prior to filling becomes 

part of the model. If possible, the amount of equipment and instrumentation embedded in the soil 

column should be minimized. At a minimum, in-situ instrumentation embedded in the soil 

column typically includes deformation, acceleration, and pore-water pressure transducers. 

3.6.1.1 ShapeAccelArrays 

ShapeAccelArray (SAA) technology is used in GLB testing. As described in Abdoun et al. 

(2007) and Abdoun et al. (2008), SAAs are long-slender rope-like devices that consists ofrigid 

links joined together at flexible nodes. SAAs are extended from the bottom to top of the laminar 

box and are used to capture the deformation and acceleration of the sand during testing. 

The bottom-most node is fixed to the base of the laminar box interior, in some way, and the 

resulting positions of all other nodes are relative to it. In-situ acceleration-time histories are 

captured with no relative component. 

The SAA data is captured by Measurand's software package SAASuite including SAARecorder. 

For the tests described, the SAAs are referred to by the last three digits of their serial numbers. 

Each SAA is more than 20-ft long. Depending on the SAA, there is 10 or 12-in long links 

between nodes. The SAAs provide continuous data throughout testing. Data is acquired by 
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taking single point values of node locations in between laminar box testing events. During 

seismic testing, some of the SAAs can sample up to as much as 60 Hz and provide key dynamic 

data. 

Table 3.10 SAA specifications 

SAA name, Length of Number of Maximum sampling 
serial# links, in nodes rate, Hz 

707 10 24 - 60 
723 10 24 - 60 
886 10 24 - 60 
175 12 20 - 5 
178 12 20 - 5 

The SAAs are further utilized to precisely locate instrumentation. By attaching sensors and 

instrumentation to the links, the location of the data being acquired is known with accuracy over 

the entire course of testing. For example, pore pressure sensors are attached to the SAAs and 

their location is known throughout a test plan, as well as during testing, which reduces 

uncertainty in the analysis of their data. Additionally, custom-made moisture content and bender 

element (BE) systems are attached to the SAAs to gather additional in-situ data. 
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Figure 3.38 Moisture content senor 

Custom-made moisture content sensors were attached to the SAAs to measure in-situ moisture content. 
Special thanks to Y eng Hao Yap for fabricating this equipment. 

Pore-water pressure is measured using 250-kPa capacity Geokon Model 3400 piezometers. The 

pore water pressure transducers are calibrated using a custom device consisting of a Dayton 

1ZMG5 pressure vessel and a 690-kPa capacity Groebner digital pressure gauge. 
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Figure 3.39 SAAs 

Hanging SAAs in the empty GLB, post-TPl. Some BEs and PWPs are attached along the length of the 
SAAs. 
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3.6.2 Exterior instrumentation 

Exterior instrumentation pertaining to the GLB actuation system was covered in chapter 3. 

3.6.2.1 Typical exterior instrumentation 

The exterior of the laminar box is instrumented with transducers. This includes a broad category 

of displacement transducers, containing string potentiometers and optical coordinate-measuring 

machine technology, and accelerometers that are mounted to the outside of the laminar box. The 

time-domain displacements of the laminates and base and are measured using string 

potentiometers. Additionally, the base and laminate displacements can be monitored by the use 

of a highly sensitive Krypton camera system and high-resolution MTS Temposonic transducers. 

The accelerations of the base and laminates are typically measured using Honeywell-Sensotec 

Model JTF accelerometers or equivalent. 

The main laboratory data acquisition system is manufactured by Pacific Instrumentation, Inc. 

The string potentiometers, accelerometers, pore-water pressure sensors, and moisture-content 

sensors are monitored through this system using Pacific ' s PI660-6000 Professional Test and 

Measurement Software. This software acquires the test data, enables immediate plotting of 

results, and processes delimited text-file conversions for further reduction and analysis in other 

programs. 

Figure 3.40 shows photos of exterior instrumentation attached to the laminar box during testing. 
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Figure 3.40 Proper instrumentation of the GLB laminates 

3.6.2.2 Tactile Pressure Sensors 

Tactile Pressure Sensors (TPSs) are thin-flexible polyester-sheathed devices that traditionally 

have been used in the medical industry, but are gaining popularity in the geotechnical 

community, e.g. Ganainy et al. (2014). TPSs can be used between foundation-soil interfaces or 

between GLB laminates and the soil column. For the latter, this is accomplished by fixing the 

tactile sensors between the laminar box liner and the inner-steel laminate faces. Figure 3.41 

shows the TPSs attached to the laminates while the GLB is empty. 
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Figure 3.41 Installation of Tactile Pressure Sensors in GLB 

After dropping the GLB liner (left), TPSs were fixed to the steel laminates to gather lateral-soil pressure 
data at the laminate-membrane-soil mass interface. Up-close photo (right) of TPS attached to pull-through 
slip before installation 
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CHAPTER4 

EXPERIMENTAL TEST PROGRAM 

4.1 Test plans 

The experiments that will be discussed in this dissertation happened over several years. This 

experimentation consisted of three test plans. In this section these three GLB experiments are 

chronologically described by reporting the objectives, design, construction, and testing of each 

test plan. Then, various portions of the three test plans will be extracted for analysis . 

4.1.1 Chronological breakdown 

Table 4.1 outlines the major differences between the three test plans. For simplicity, the three 

experiments started in 2015 , 2016 and 2017 will be referred to as, respectively, test plan 1, test 

plan 2, and test plan 3 (TPl , TP, and TP3). The year of experimentation still may be used 

intermittently in this dissertation and other documents, therefore please note the exchangeability 

of the terms. The light blue, yellow and peach colors in the following tables have been used to 

help organize the three different TPs. 

Preparation and design occurs in various stages depending overall test-plan goals. The GLB is 

filled when weather permits and, as mentioned earlier, this is typically during the warm months 

of the year. Each test plan and model was technically different in its planning, funding, 

objectives, initial conditions, boundary conditions, and progressing conditions. Table 4.2 shows a 

more detailed schedules of the major events of the three TPs. 
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The major sub-testing phases of each test plan are listed in Table 4.3 , Table 4.4, and Table 4.5. In 

these tables, major portions of each test plan are grouped together. For example, in Table 4.3 , the 

row identified as 'TPl-3' lists a portion of the 2015 testing where 16 machine-foundation 

motions were imposed on the laminar box model. 

Explanations, about the physical state of the GLB and the motions imposed during these sub

phases will be described in the following sections. 

Table 4.1 Test plans 

The following table outlines the three major test phases covered in this dissertation. General information 
about each phase is listed to give perspective on the major differences between each test plan. 

Test 

Plan 

(TP) 
Test dates 

General 

saturation 

conditions 

Foundation 

type 

Total-surface 

settlem:nt. in 

Primacy 
delbrrnation 

range 

Total rrnmber of 

imposed energies 

(motions) 

1 
Fall2015 -

Winter 2015 
Fully saturated Lump/Hybrid 21.0 Elastic/Plastic 156 

2 
Fall2016 -

Winter 2016 
Fully drained None 00.0 Elastic/Plastic 146 

3 
Fall2017-

Spring 20 18 
Halfdrained None 00.2 Elastic/Plastic 133 
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Table 4.2 Major phases of test plans 

The following tables detail the major phases of each TP. 

TP 1 TP 2 TP 3 

Aug-15 

Sep-15 

Oct-15 

Nov-15 

Dec-15 

2D BE prep 

Model prep 

Filling 

Install HST 

Testing 

SCPT 

Emptying 

Aug-16 

Sep-16 

Oct-16 

Nov-16 

Dec-16 

Jan-17 

Feb-17 

Mar-17 

Apr-17 

May-17 

Bearings 1 
Modifications 1 

3DBEprep 

Model prep 

Filling 

GPR tests 

Dewatering 

Testing 

Water filling 

Bearings 2 

Freezing 

Emptying 

Modifications 2 
Aug-17 

TPS install 

Model prep 
Sep-17 

Water testing 

Model prep 
Oct-17 

Empty testing 

Nov-17 

Testing
Dec-17 

Dewatering 

Jan-18 
Testing

Feb-18 

Mar-18 

April-18 Testing 

To date Model still in lab 
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Table 4.3 Expanded details of test plan 1 

The following tables detail the major phases of test plan 1. 

* The frequencies and numbers of cycles listed in the table are approximate. The listed frequency (range) 
is a measured value, not the desired value, determined from the acceleration records of the GLB base, 
rounded to the nearest whole number. Similarly, the number of cycles have been entered as measured 
from the data. Ramp up and ramp down cycles, ifrelevant (see section 4.4 for more details), have been 
included in these tabulated values. 

TP 1 

ID 
Motion(s) or 

''run(s)" 
Test phase description / 

base-motion type 
Height ofsoil 

column, in 
Height ofwater 

Frequency, Hz*
table, in 

Number of 
cycles* 

TPl - 1 1-23 
Lump foundation, HST 

supported 
197 - 188 197 - 188 2, 4 5 - 15 

TPl - 2 24-45 
Lump foundation, HST 

supported 
188 - 180 188 - 180 2 15 

TPl - 3 46-62 
Machine foundation, HST 

motion only 
180 180 2 varied 

TPl - 4 63-70 
Mix oflump mass and 

machine motions 
180 - 179 180 - 179 2 15 

TPl - 5 71-156 GLB-HST SFSI testing 179 - 176 179 - 176 2 15 
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Table 4.4 Expanded details of test plan 2 

The following tables detail the major phases of test plan 2. 

* The frequencies and numbers of cycles listed in the table are approximate. The listed frequency (range) 
is a measured value, not the desired value, determined from the acceleration records of the GLB base, 
rounded to the nearest whole number. Similarly, the number of cycles have been entered as measured 
from the data. Ramp up and ramp down cycles, ifrelevant (see section 4.4 for more details), have been 
included in these tabulated values. 

TP 2 

Motion(s) or Test phase description / Height ofsoil Height ofwater Nlllllber of 
ID Frequency, Hz*

''run(s)" base-motion type column, in table, in cycles* 

TP2 - 1 1-16 Single pulse 192 6 10 1 
TP2- 2 17-24 Single pulse 192 6 8 1 
TP2 - 3 25-32 Single pulse 192 6 6 1 
TP2- 4 33-40 Single pulse 192 6 4 1 
TP2 - 5 41-48 Single pulse 192 6 2 1 
TP2- 6 49-56 Single pulse 192 6 1 1 
TP2- 7 57-64 Single pulse 192 6 0.5 1 
TP2 - 8 65-72 Single pulse 192 6 2 1 
TP2- 9 73-80 Single pulse 192 6 1 1 
TP2 - 10 81-88 Single pulse 192 6 0.5 1 
TP2 - 11 89-97 Sine sweep 192 6 2.5 - 10 12 
TP2 - 12 98-107 High-gauss chirp 192 6 5 - 10 50 
TP2 - 13 108-117 Low-Gauss chirp 192 6 1 - 4 16 
TP2 - 14 118-125 Sine pulse 192 6 20 0.5 
TP2 - 15 126 - 146 Sine 192 6 10 10 
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Table 4.5 Expanded details of test plan 3 

The following tables detail the major phases of test plan 3. 

* The frequencies and numbers of cycles listed in the table are approximate. The listed frequency (range) 
is a measured value, not the desired value, determined from the acceleration records of the GLB base, 
rounded to the nearest whole number. Similarly, the number of cycles have been entered as measured 
from the data. Ramp up and ramp down cycles, ifrelevant (see section 4.4 for more details), have been 
included in these tabulated values . 

TP 3 

ID 
Motion(s) or 

''run(s)" 
Test phase description / 

base-motion type 
Height ofsoil 

column, in 
Height of water 

table, in 
Frequency, Hz* 

Nlllllber of 
cycles* 

TP3 - 1 1-4 Sawtooth 0 210 
1/1 20, 1/240, 

1/360 
1 

TP3 - 2 5 - 12 Sine 0 210 2 15 

TP3 - 3 13 - 21 Sine pulse 0 210 
10, 8, 6, 5, 4, 

3, 2, 1, 0.75 
1 

TP3 - 4 22 Multisine 0 210 1 - 10 1 

TP3 - 5 23 Sine pulse 0 210 0.5 1 

TP3 - 6 24 Sine pulse 0 210 0.25 1 

TP3 - 7 25-27 Sine pulse 0 210 20 0.5 

TP3 - 8 28 - 29 Sine 0 210 10 10 

TP3 - 9 30-32 Sine sweep 0 210 1 - 5 35 

TP3 - 10 33 - 35 High-gauss chirp 0 210 5 - 14 80 

TP3 - 11 36 - 40 Low-Gauss chirp 0 210 1 - 4 18 

TP3 - 12 41 Multisine 0 210 1 - 10 1 

TP3 - 13 42 Sawtooth 0 0 1/360 1 

TP3 - 14 43 - 46 Sine 0 0 2 10 - 15 

TP3 - 15 47 - 49 Low-gauss chirp 194 194 1 - 4 18 

TP3 - 16 50 - 52 High-gauss chirp 194 194 5 - 14 80 

TP3 - 17 53 - 57 Sine sweep 194 194 1 - 5 35 

10, 8, 6, 5, 4, 

TP3 - 18 58 - 82 Sine pulse 193.8 86.4 3, 2, 1, 0.75 , 1 

0.5 , 0.25 

TP3 - 19 83 - 88 Sine 193.8 86.4 20 0.5 

TP3 - 20 89 - 91 Sine 193.8 86.4 10 10 

TP3 - 21 92 - 96 Sine sweep 193.8 86.4 1 - 5 35 

TP3 - 22 97 - 103 High-gauss chirp 193.8 86.4 5 - 14 80 

TP3 - 23 104 - 108 Low-gauss chirp 193.8 86.4 1 - 4 18 

TP3 - 24 109 - 133 Sine 193.8 86.4 6, 8, 10, 12 180 - 300 
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4.2 Test plan descriptions 

4.2.1 Test plan 1: 2015 

The maiden attempt to use the GLB in conjunction with the HST was conducted in the fall of 

2014 (Stefanaki et al. 2015). The findings of that experiment determined that future research was 

warranted. Therefore, the goal of the 2015 experiment was to further investigate soil-foundation

structure interaction (SFSI) and improve on the concept of using the HST in the GLB. 

The required planning, fabrication, and testing of TP 1 was conducted early in the spring of 2015 

and ran through the fall of 2015. Though, the most important-initial goals were to further 

investigate hybrid shaking used in conjunction with large-scale testing, other side projects were 

initiated during TPl including the first design and execution of a: 

1) Bender element system to map sub-surface shear-wave velocity (Colletti 2016, Colletti 

et al. 2018), 

2) Tactile-pressure sensor system to measure pile-soil interaction in a large-laminar box 

TPl was broken up into several phases and consisted of 156 motions. In general, as seen in the 

table above, TPl consisted of three major phases: lump mass foundation, machine foundation 

and hybrid testing. 

The first portion, the lump-mass foundation testing, consisted of partially supporting and not 

applying any active motion to the HST while only applying GLB base energy. Almost 

exclusively, GLB base motions were of the sine shape with steady cycles at 2 Hz. 
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Due to the loose-saturated conditions of the soil, the pile foundation could not provide adequate 

support for the HST. In fact, the first motion of TPl resulted in the HST collapsing onto the soil 

surface. 

Highly plastic motions were applied to the model which resulted in stiffening of the soil. 

Eventually the pile foundation was able to hold the hybrid table without any quantifiable vertical 

displacement relative to the sand. As densification of the model proceeded, hybrid motions were 

investigated almost exclusively. The final phase of TP 1 involved testing the hybrid shaking table 

system that was dependent on the laminar box motion. The hybrid table operates using 

displacement transducers at the surface of the soil in the laminar box to calculate and respond via 

actuation. 

~-~
200 

--~-He~ig~ht~o_f 2_0_15_G~L_B_So_il_C~ol_um_ n_~-~-~ 

- lump 
- machine 

195 
LAM32 -

-
mix 
hybrid 

190 LAM31 

~ 185 
·a, LAM30 
I 

180 -------_ '----.... 

LAM29 -------.. 

175 -----------------------------------------------------

LAM28 

170 ~-~----~----~----~--
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 

Motion 

Figure 4.1 Settlement of TPl soil surface 
Note that the soil-column height fell below laminate 30 after the lump-foundation testing phase. 
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For TPl , SAAs were hung along the south edge of the laminar box, as seen in the following 

drawings and figures . Three SAAs were embedded in the TPl model. Bender elements and pore

pressure sensors were fastened to two of the three SAAs, as well as a piece of PVC pipe. Seven 

pore-pressure transducers were used in TP 1, six of which were connected to the SAAs. The 

seventh was suspended at a constant elevation in the box. 

The 2015 model consisted of a fully saturated soil column and the hybrid shaking table with pile 

foundation. The foundation was a group of six 10-ft long piles made from Schedule 40 steel pipe. 

Conical pile tips were welded on to the steel pipes. The outer diameter of the piles measured 1. 9 

in (48.3 mm). The piles were instrumented with strain gauges to monitor flexural response . A 

frame was fabricated to guide the pile driving into the soil column. Driving was accomplished 

with an impact hammer. The hammer was used to vibrate and advance the pile tips to 

approximately 9-ft below the soil surface. The HST was fixed to the exposed pile ends at the soil 

surface with 1-in bolts. 
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Figure 4.2 Plan drawing of 2015 GLB setup 

No scale. 
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Figure 4.3 South elevation drawing of 2015 GLB setup 

There was a total of 21-in of settlement during the 2015 testing. The above figure shows the initial state of 
the GLB, HST and embedded instrumentation, and shows the final location of the soil surface and water 
table. No scale. 
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Figure 4.4 East elevation drawing of 2015 GLB setup 

No scale. 
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4.2.2 Test plan 2: 2016 

test plan 2 was conducted on a 3% water content soil system without any foundation or 

superstructure. The laminar container was instrumented similarly to plan 1. After placing the 

desired embedded equipment and filling the laminar box with soil, the pumping system was used 

to lower the water table to approximately 6-in above the base of the box. 

The TP2 deep-well system included two 50-ft long pieces of PCPP. The open ends of each piece 

stuck up out of the soil surface in the four corners of the laminar box. The mid-point of each 

PCPP pipe was located at the bottom of the box. The drawings below show the PCPP layout for 

TP2. TP2 consisted of 146 motions. The test plan consisted of applying various base motions of 

varying amplitude, shape, frequency, and measuring response. Unlike TP 1, the TP2 and TP3 

models were designed to place SAAs in the four corners of the laminar box. 
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Figure 4.5 Plan drawing of 2016 GLB setup 

No scale. 
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Deep-.,.llll (TY P) 

Figure 4.6 South elevation drawing of 2016 GLB setup 

After hydraulically filling the GLB, the water table was dropped within 6-in of the base. No scale. 
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Figure 4.7 East elevation drawing of 2016 GLB setup 

No scale. 
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4.2.3 Test plan 3: 2017 

test plan 3 consisted of 133 motions and the experimental program began with an empty laminar 

box to measure the structural dynamics of mechanical system itself After the laminar box was 

tested empty, it was filled with water and tested again. 

The goal of this testing was to input the same suite of motions that were executed in TP2 but on a 

model containing a layer of dry soil underlain by a saturated layer of soil, thus creating an 

interface. Therefore, a deep-well system was used to lower the water table after filling the 

laminar box to approximately half the height of the contained soil. The deep-well system of TP3 

include two 20-ft long sticks of PCPP that stood from the bottom NW and SE comers of the 

laminar box up to the surface. The diagram below illustrates the setup of TP3. The same SAA 

and bender element layout that was used for TP2 was used again in TP3 , i.e. this instrumentation 

was approximately located in each of the four comers of the laminar box. 
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Figure 4.8 Plan drawing of 2016 GLB setup 

No scale. 
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11- -------- Deep well 
(TYP) 

Figure 4.9 South elevation drawing of 2017 GLB setup 

After fully saturated soil-column testing, the GLB was drained halfway as indicated in the elevation 
above. Note that the symbols representing PWPs is the same as the TPl drawings. No scale. 
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Figure 4.10 East elevation drawing of 2017 GLB setup 

No scale. 
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4.2.4 Data sets acquired 

Displacement, acceleration, and pore-water pressure transducers are the primary sets of data 

acquired when running the UB laminar box tests. Additionally, SAAs were embedded in the soil 

column to measure static and dynamic geomatrix deformation and to provide the locations of 

embedded instrumentation. For each model there was a separate instrumentation plan and 

therefore three separate sets of data. The table below outlines all the types of data collected for 

all three test plans. 
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T bl 4 6 I nstrumen a Ion used.Ill GLBtesfmga e . t f 

Motion Location Technology Property rreasmed 
Typical correlations, 

calculations 1 
TP 

2 3 
ShapeAccelArray 

(SAA) 
Posistion BE locations, settlerrent X X X 

Bender Element 

(BE) 
(Vohage) VP and Vs X X X 

Embedded Pore-water pressme 

(PWP) transducer 
Pressme Water table location X X X 

Static 
Moistme transducer 

sCPT 

(Vohage) 

Tip and sleeve resistance, 

Moistme content 

Overbmden stress X 

X 

PWP, Vs 

Laminate and base 
String potentiorreter position 

X X X 

Exterior 
Soil settlerrent X 

Krypton system Laminate position X 

Tactile Pressme 

Sensor (TPS) 
Pressme Total-lateral soil pressme X 

SAA 
Disp lacerrent, 

X X X 
acceleration 

BE (Vohage) Damping, VP and Vs X 

Embedded 
Pore-water pressme 

PWP generation and Excess PWP X X X 

dissapation 

Dynamic 
TPS Pressme Total-lateral soil pressme X 

String potentiorreter Displacement X X X 

Temposonic Displacement Vs, strain X X X 

Exterior Krypton system Displacement X 

Accelerorreter Acceleration X X X 

Load cell 

LVDT 

Actuator force 

Actuator displacrrent 
Input energy, damping X X X 

Embedded Strain gagues (Vohage) Pile strain X 

Accelerorreter Acceleration 
Hybrid algorithm, inertial 

X 
forces 

Hybrid Hybrid String potentiorreter Displacement X 

testing Shake 

Table 
LVDT Hybrid table displacerrent X 

Load cell 
Hybrid table reaction 

Hybrid algorithm 

X 
force 
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4.2.4.1 Mapping of instrumentation 

The following diagrams show the locations of the laminate displacement and acceleration 

transducers as well as the average locations of PWPs for these three tests sets. Transducers were 

used to acquire the forces and displacements between the laminar boxes base and its actuators in 

the primary direction of shaking. 

Notice in the table below that 'X, Y, and Z' express the directions where data was acquired. The 

individual laminates are represented by the rows of the figure and each row identifies the center

line (CL) height, of a laminate, above the laminar box base. 

In figure X, brown solid lines are used to show soil surface height. A dashed brown line has been 

used in the TP 1 figure to show the final soil height after executing the full test plan. Water tables 

are expressed with dashed blue lines with a separate pattern for the end of the TPl level. 

Displacement and acceleration data, in the primary 'X' direction of shaking, was acquired for all 

three test plans. Over the majority of soil height, in TPl and TP2, laminate positions and 

accelerations were monitored every fourth laminate. 

Increasing amounts of exterior instrumentation was used for TP3: displacement transducers 

covered approximately 75% of the soil column's height and acceleration instrumentation was 

used on roughly half of the laminates. Further, Krypton optical equipment was used to provide 

laminate displacement data for the GLB base and the first 20 consecutive laminates. 
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Table 4.7 Instrumentation schedule, TP1-TP3 

"Tx" refers to Temposonic measurements [in the "x" direction]. 

TPI TP 2 TP 3 

LAM 

39 

CL (in) 

238.2 

CL(m 

6105 

Disp(in) Accels (g) PWP(psi) 

39 

Disp(in) Accels (g) PWP(psi) Disp(in)- Accels (g) 

X 
PWP(ps~ Kryp (in) 

38 232.2 5\80 38 

37 226.2 5175 37 

36 220.2 5\59 36 ~ X 
35 2 14.2 5\'14 35 

34 208.2 5\19 34 X X 
33 202.2 5. 14 33 ~ X 
32 196.2 4l28 32 

31 

30 

190.2 

184.2 

4l.&3 

4 .68 -- X--- ---- 31 

30 = ~ X -}I;- X 
29 178.2 4~3 29 

28 172.2 4§7 28 I• -

27 166.2 i'fa 27 X X 
26 160.2 ,j?lj7 -- X 26 ·-- X X X 
25 154.2 Y.92 25 

24 148.2 i.16 24 ,. x-
23 

22 

142.2 

136.2 

ii\ I 
:l146 -- X 

,~~ s!?,)4 

22 . - X 
1• X ,_.,. X 

21 

20 

130.2 

124.2 

jZ~ I 
j1~5 

2 1 

20 

y.. X, Y, Z 
19 

18 

118.2 

112.2 

jOO 

:us - X 
19 

18 - X , Y 
, . X. 

.x.ii, 

X 
X 

X, Y, Z 
X, Y, Z 

17 106.2 21.70 17 X, Y, Z 
16 

15 

14 

100.2 

94.2 

88 .2 

21.55 

21.39 

21.14 --- X 

IUBWP'l6 
I.._U WP25 

14 --& X 

X 

• X 
,.._ X 

X 
X ----------

X, Y, Z 
X, Y, Z ---~,._'(,_.?_ 

13 82 .2 21.B9 13 X, Y, Z 
12 76.2 1124 ll..Jl>WP~2 ,. X , __ X, Y, Z _ 
I I 

10 

70.2 

64.2 

1118 

1163 -- X 
I I 

10 ..,._ X 
It. 
,. 

X 
~ 

X 
X 

X, Y, Z 
X, Y, Z 

9 58 .2 1918 9 y X, Y, Z 
8 52.2 1833 8 y- X, Y, Z 
7 

6 

46.2 

40.2 

1717 

16)2 - - X 
7 

6 -~ X , Y 
II X 

x._ 
X 
X 

X, Y, Z 
X, Y, Z 

5 34.2 o,&7 5 X, Y, Z 
4 28 .2 0472 4 -~ X, Y, Z 
3 

2 

22 .2 

16.2 

O_l56 

()z4 1 - X 
"_,WP:il 

2 r x- X 
II 
I~ 

X X 
X 

X, Y, Z 
X, Y, Z 

I 

Base / 0 

10.2 

0.0 

0126 

0.00 XXY 
I 

■-■-■-■-■
XXYZZ - xxxzz 

X, Y, Z 
XYZ \ 

Pore-water pressure was recorded during all three test sets, but no pore-water pressure generation 

occurred during test plan 2 since the soil was not saturated. Pore-water pressure generation in test 

plan 1 and test plan 3 will allow for further analysis of the soil during shaking. For test plan 1, 

the water table was equal to the soil column height, whereas in test plan 3 the water table was set 

at approximately 7.2 feet above the base of the laminar box. The pore-water pressure transducers 

were embedded in the soil to optimize data collection. 
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As mentioned earlier, the SAA equipment is used to keep track of the locations of embedded 

equipment like the pore-water pressure transducers . The following plots show the progression of 

SAA node and link locations as well as the progressing locations of the pore-water pressure 

sensors. These plots show SAA position during the progression of the test plans. Pore pressure 

sensors are designated by circles and squares. Circles represent the position of pore pressure 

sensors at the beginning of the test plans and the squares show their positions at the end of the 

test plans. Brown solid lines show the initial soil column heights at the beginning of testing while 

dashed brown lines show the final soil column position for TP 1. Water table heights are 

indicated by dashed blue lines. Inverted triangles also represent water table heights . Notice that 

for TP3 , PWP6 sits approximately at the water table line. 

The aspect ratio, i.e. scaling between the lateral/horizontal and vertical directions in these plots is 

not 1: 1 - instead the horizontal, i.e. the "X" direction, has been stretched out to 

illustrate/exaggerate deformation. Note for TPl that the hybrid table and pile foundation are not 

drawn but were present with the tips of the pile foundation always approximately 8.5 to 9-ft 

below the surface of the sand column. 
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Figure 4.11 In-situ map of TPl SAAs and PWPs 
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Note, these figures are not-to-scale to better show any geomatrix deformation. 
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Figure 4.12 In-situ map of TP2 SAAs 

Note, these figures are not-to-scale to better show any geomatrix deformation. 
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Figure 4.13 In-situ map of TP3 SAAs and PWPs 

Note, these figures are not-to-scale to better show any geomatrix deformation. 
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4.3 Parametric method 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, a major component of the strategy of this dissertation is to 

reorganize significant portions of the three test plans of 2015 , 2016 and 2017 so that a parametric 

comparison can be made. The measured response of the soil and laminar box system is a 

function of the model state and base motion. Model complexity and the properties of the imposed 

base motions varied across all three test plans and the order of the input motions were altered in 

real time in response to the data collected. The ordering of the motions may not appear to be 

logical without context and this chapter describes the methodology employed. 

4.4 Input motions 

The laminar box actuation system is capable of producing various input motions at the base of 

the box. Presently, the laminar box is configured to limit motion to one direction, however, it is 

capable of motion in two or three directions. 

To date, motions have been almost exclusively of the periodic or steady-state type. Here steady

state indicates that the frequency components of the motion are defined in a controlled manner 

and motion duration is sufficient that an average response can be obtained and analyzed. No 

transient or realistic earthquake motions were imposed on the models described in this 

dissertation. 

As described in Chapter 3, the hydraulic base actuating system is displacement controlled. 

Additionally, the system runs on a leader-follower setup where the south actuator is initialized 

shortly before the north actuator. Therefore, regardless of the goal of a laminar box test, base 
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motion to the box must be initiated with a time-displacement command. The base-actuating 

controller software can accept most practical time-displacement vectors and time steps can be 

very short or relatively long. 

The control software that runs the actuators can calculate simple time-displacement vectors. For 

more complicated motions, the time-displacement vector must be generated separately and then 

imported into the MTS software. 

Typically, the time-acceleration space is preferred when comparing base motions. This is usually 

true for bedrock and free-field earthquake recordings, e.g. accelerograms. Similarly, design 

spectra are defined in some sort of acceleration space. 

Therefore, a desired GLB base motion in the time-acceleration space must be integrated twice to 

provide the appropriate MTS time-displacement vector. The double integral of simple 

acceleration vectors are usually available in closed form. For more complicated motions, 

numerical or other methods can be used to determine the required time-displacement vector. The 

double integrated motion may require additional processing to remove baseline drift from the 

integration process. 

Regardless of the base motion specifications, the base is redundantly instrumented to measure 

actual displacement and acceleration. Differences between desired and actual motion is 

illustrated in the figure below. 
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Transient motions may be a possibility in the future. Transient motions, e.g. an earthquake 

record, would need to be imposed in a careful manner to ensure that input commands result in 

desired GLB base acceleration motion. 

The motions that will be analyzed in this dissertation include motions typical of prior laminar 

box testing. Additionally, a new set of motions will be introduced. Motions can be characterized 

based on shape, amplitude, frequency, and duration parameters. Shape describes the form of the 

desired amplitude envelope. Further, motions are characterized by amplitude and frequency 

content. The dependent relationship between amplitude and frequency should not be overlooked. 

The laminar box and its actuating system have limits relating to acceleration, velocity, and 

displacement that form a performance envelope also based on the mass and dynamic 

characteristics of the contained soil. Particular motions may be limited due to the maximum 

available travel distance of the base bearings as well as the maximum stroke of the actuators. 

Typically, these physical limits are beyond normal operation and the variation in amplitude and 

frequency parameters can be adjusted as needed. However, because the actuators are large they 

are also limited, hydraulically, to the amount of force that can be applied in a short time, which 

creates a roll off in the dynamic performance of the box at higher frequencies. Tuning the 

actuators so they are able to apply higher frequency motions may work in certain circumstances, 

however, this approach is limited due to the inherent design of the actuators. Duration, the time 

over which input energy is applied, is also limited by the hydraulic accumulator system in 

SEESL. However, the laboratory hydraulic system would be capable of supplying sufficient flow 

to recreate realistic un-scaled earthquake motions. The following sections form a summary of the 

motions that have been imposed on the laminar box models as part of this study. 
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4.4.1 Sawtooth (El) 

Long period sawtooth motions were used to apply simple quasi-static shearing to the base of the 

laminar box. This involved actuating the base at a constant and relatively slow rate, to a 

positional limit, reversing direction and traveling to the opposite limit, and finally returning to 

the initial position. Sawtooth motions were only used in one experimental test (TP3 as described 

in section X.Y.Z). 

The shape of a sawtooth motion, in the time-displacement space, is illustrated in the following 

figure . Due to the long-period quasi-static nature of the sawtooth input motion, the acceleration 

plot is nearly negligible and the velocity plot can be envisioned as a form of the rectangular 

function. 

Figure 4.14 Sawtooth input motion 

4.4.2 Sine wave (E2) 

The base motions utilized in all previous laminar box testing, i.e. testing prior to the testing 

described in this dissertation, have been from a suite of sine-shaped motions that apply uniform 

and analytically simple sinusoidal input at the base. These base motions were used as well for all 

of TP 1 and used a handful of times in TP3 . Typically, these motions have a ramp up phase, then 
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a duration of steady-state cycles, and then a ramp down portion. The frequency content of the 

base motion is held constant. 

To illustrate, the form of these simple sinusoidal motions, with ramp up and down cycles, is 

shown in the figure below. 

Figure 4.15 Sine wave input motion with ramp up and ramp down cycles 

Some "standing wave" motions did not have ramp up or ramp down cycles. The figure below 

shows the shape of a typical standing wave without the ramping cycles. 

Figure 4.16 Sine wave input motion without ramp up and ramp down cycles 

Simple sinusoidal input motions are used in element-level laboratory tests, for example, cyclic 

triaxial tests. The reduction and analysis of data is facilitated through the use of a single 

frequency motion that is analytically quantifiable. These motions serve, in part, as a baseline 
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since they can be compared to other laboratory experiments. However, these fail to capture 

frequency response and difference classes of input motions are need to address this component. 

4.4.3 Sine sweep (E3) 

A key feature of the next two motions is their varying frequency content. First, the sine sweep is 

a motion that, like a single frequency sinusoidal input motion, has ramp up and ramp down 

phases and a sustained portion of constant amplitude. However, the sine-sweep motion is defined 

by having an increase in frequency as a function of time. In other words, the average frequency 

of the first few cycles are lower than the last few cycles and there is ideally a linear shift in 

frequency between the start and end of a motion. Typically, these motions began at 1 Hz and 

ended at 5 Hz. 

By sweeping through a range of frequencies the goal is to expose the box and soil to a duration 

of increasing base frequency at constant amplitude. The equation of such a motion, in the time

acceleration space and not considering the ramping phases, is of the form 

A = a· sin(w(t) · t) 

Equation 4.1 Analytical form of sine sweep 

In a perfect world, the figure below (in orange) illustrates the shape of the desired base 

acceleration. 
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Figure 4.17 Sine sweep input motion with ramp up and ramp down cycles 

Without the ramping cycles, the shape of a sine sweep acceleration motion would be the 

following: 

Figure 4.18 Sine sweep input motion without ramp up and ramp down cycles 

4.4.4 Gaussian chirp (E4) 

Finally, the Gaussian (Gauss) chirp motion was used with a similar goal of exciting various 

frequencies . However, unlike the constant amplitude of the sine sweep motions, the shape of the 

amplitude envelope for these motions follows the shape of a Gauss bell curve. The equation of 

such a motion would be 
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- (t-b) 2
)

( 2A= a· e Z·c • sin(w(t) · t) 

Equation 4.2 Analtyical form of Gauss chirp 
a, band c define, respectively, the peak amplitude, the centerline (in time), and width/spread of the curve. 

An illustration of a Gauss chirp is shown in the figure below. 

Figure 4.19 Gauss chirp input motion 

The Gauss chirps were executed during TP2 and TP3. Two versions of the Gauss chirp were 

used in testing: one that excited a low-frequency range and another that was composed of a 

higher bandwidth. In this dissertation, they may be simply referred to as low-Gauss and high

Gauss motions and, respectively, contained 1-4 Hz and 5-10 Hz frequency components. 

Other motions should be described here for completeness. These motions will be briefly 

described and/or analyzed as needed in the following sections of this dissertation. 

4.4.5 Single and half-sine waves (ES and E6) 

Other simple motions applied to the GLB base include single-cycle sine pulses and half-cycle 

sine pulses. Both of these types of motions were used in TP2 and TP3 . 
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Because these motions do not reach a steady state they are used to apply impulse-like energy. 

The motivation behind this input category is to replicate impulse testing as at high frequency, i.e. 

short duration, these motions resemble hammer testing. On the other hand, at low frequency they 

are similar to the quasi-static sawtooth motions. Illustrations of these motions are shown below. 

j\_ 

Figure 4.20 Single and half-cycle sinusoidal input motions 

4.4.6 Multisine (E7) 

A pair of multisine motions were applied to the laminar box at the start of TP3. Multisine 

motions are generated using a MATLAB executable similar to (Pintelon et al. 2012). The goal of 

this motion is to apply a base energy to the laminar box composed of many mixed frequencies . 

The bandwidth of the multisine motion is evenly sampled so that all frequencies within it are 

applied with equal contribution. Unlike the sine sweep and Gauss chirp motions that have 

constantly-increasing frequency content, the multisine motion has sporadic frequency content 

and the resulting response of the model only can be interpreted in the frequency domain. The 

figure below illustrates the nature of a multisine motion. This class of motion is not simply white 

noise nor is it transient; the uniform and periodic nature of the motion may be used to develop 

frequency response functions with high signal to noise ratios. 
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Figure 4.21 Multisine input motion 

4.4.7 Hybrid shake table motions (ES and E9) 

The hybrid-shake table has been used in conjunction with the laminar box as part of the testing 

documented in this dissertation. This table has been used to impose structure-to-soil energy to 

the laminar box system. When the hybrid shake table is applying motion to the soil only, i.e. 

there is no base motion, this type of scenario is identified as a machine foundation shake. Since 

the hybrid shake table is exciting the soil surface, it is representative of a piece of surface

founded equipment imposing vibrational energy on a soil-column subsystem. A minor test set of 

hybrid motions were executed in the middle portion of TP 1. Machine foundation motions are 

also presented and briefly analyzed. 

The most advanced and complicated laminar box testing performed at the University at Buffalo 

has been the hybrid shaking experiments. This test set, which encompasses almost half of TP 1, 

involves both the shaking of the laminar box base and the hybrid table. 
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4.4.8 Motion summary 

For clarity and expediency, an identification system will be used to label each of the motion 

types described in the previous sections. The letter 'E ' will be used in this system to stand for 

motion energy and appended with a sequential number for each motion type. The following table 

lists the motions described so far and their corresponding identifiers. 
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Illustration 

El 

ES 1v 
E6 

j\_ 

E7 

E8 ~ 

E9 

Figure 4.22 Types of GLB motions 

Description/Notes 

Sawtooth, quasi-static 

Sine shape, constant steady-state amplitude and 

frequency content, multiple cycles. May not include 

ramping cycles. AKA: "standing wave, Theva 

motion or record motion." 

Sine sweep, constant steady-state amplitude but 

varying frequency content. May not include ramping 

cycles. 

Gauss chirp, varying amplitude and frequency 

content. Two versions: "!:OW-Gauss" and 'high

Gauss" 

Gauss chirp, varying amplitude and frequency 

content. Two versions: '1ow-Gauss" and "HIGH
Gauss" 

Sine shape, sinngle cycle, fixed amplitude and 

frequency content. 

Sine shape, half cycle, fixed amplitude and 

frequency content. 

Multisine, limited use to date 

Machine foundation, HST only, GLB base static 

Hybrid shaking, both HST and GLB shaking. GLB 

base and HST excited in varying forms of E2 

motions 
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In summary, the aforementioned motions have varying shape, amplitude, frequency content, and 

duration, which are used to isolate parameters associated with those metrics. 

However, the motions that have been described thus far represent the theoretical input to the 

laminar box. Due to physical performance characteristics of the hydraulics systems, actuators, 

and the mechanical response of the laminar box, the actual base motion is not necessarily the 

same as the command signal. Computational error accrued when calculating displacement 

commands based on desired acceleration, hydraulic limitations, high-frequency components and 

yielding in the GLB base bearings all contribute to differences between the above-mentioned 

desired energies and the actual base motions. 

4.5 Model complexity 

Model complexity varied across the three test plans. As explained at the end of the last chapter, 

the three test plans, in general, can be described as: 

• TP 1: Fully saturated soil column, with foundation system, highly plastic motions 

• TP2 : Completely desaturated soil column, no foundation system, primarily elastic 

motions 

• TP3 : Half-saturated soil column, no foundation system, primarily elastic motions 

However, each plan can be broken into sub-phases with the following assumptions common to 

each experiment: 

1) The laminar box itself, i.e. the structural container, did not vary in structural properties 

2) Placement of the sand, via the hydraulic-slurry process, is relatively uniform 
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3) Prior to any shaking, the initial state of a soil column is understood 

4) The inter-granular soil matrix is preserved if dewatering is conducted slowly 

5) Soil column height and water-table location determines, with reasonable accuracy, 

linear effective-stress profiles 

On the other hand, there are test-specific deviations from these assumptions that will impact 

laminar box behavior: 

1) Condition of soil in GLB 

2) Water table location 

3) Major soil-column height differences 

4) Presence of excessive embedded equipment 

5) Presence of foundation and superstructure elements, e.g. the hybrid table 

The following sections outline the experimental scenarios used to generate data, characterize 

system boundary conditions that facilitate analysis, and produce data to advance knowledge in 

fundamental geomechanics. They are organized according to model complexity. Simplified 

figures will be used in this section to illustrate the major features of each scenario model. Also, 

an identification system will be used to label each scenario. The letter 'M' will be used to stand 

for model, as in model complexity, while a number will indicate the level of complexity, e.g. 

Ml , M2 . .. M5. 

4.5.1 Empty (Ml) 

The simplest case is that of a completely empty laminar box. This scenario does not involve any 

soil, geotechnical, or structural components. This is simply a mechanical problem with no 

consideration of complicated soil dynamics. The goal of testing the empty laminar box is to 
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establish performance envelops and fundamental characteristics of the container that may help 

explain more complicated composite models, i.e. , those containing soil. Five motions were 

imposed on the empty laminar box, specifically the motions of TP3-13 and TP3-14. 

Linear Stress Profile, Ml 
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Figure 4.23 Simplified figure for Ml 

The Ml model was tested empty. Therefore, there no soil, foundation, or structural components were 
installed in the laminar box. Motions included a sawtooth shear and sine energy types. 

4.5.2 Water (M2) 

Adding water to the laminar box increases the complexity by introducing a new element. Water 

has a very consistent density and strength properties in that it cannot sustain shear stress. 

Compared to soil, there is very little uncertainty in the spatial properties of water and it can be 

considered a homogeneous material, especially when compared to soil. However, the addition of 

water accounts for approximately 67% of the overburden stress as generated by dry Ottawa F-55 

sand and nearly 50% of the vertical stress generated by saturated Ottawa F-55 sand. The 
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objective of this model test is to establish an intermediate point between the empty container and 

a laminar box filled with soil. 

The added weight of water not only acts directly on the base but it also acts on the laminates 

themselves via the liner. Although water cannot create down-drag type forces on the liner, it does 

impose a hydraulic pressure on the liner normal to the inner-laminate surfaces. This horizontal 

pressure provides contact forces that pins the liner against the laminates, thereby creating further 

resting forces in the liner in the shearing zone. The first 41 motions of TP3 were on the water

only model. As shown in the previous table, this test phase included at least one motion of each 

type. 
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Linear Stress Profile, M2 
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Figure 4.24 Simplified figure for M2 

The M2 model was tested with water at a height - 17 ft. An extensive set of motions were executed on 
this model, including energies El-E7. 

4.5.3 Desaturated soil column (M3) 

The mechanics of partially-saturated soil, in many instances, can be considered extremely 

complicated. This is primarily due to behaviors attributed to the multi-phase nature of partially 

saturated soil media. As mentioned earlier, due to the lack of large-scale partially-saturated 

dynamic data, TP2 was executed to shed light on the subject. TP2 in its entirety falls into and 

defines this M3 category. No portion of TP 1 or TP3 falls into this M3 category. 
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Linear Stress Profile, M3 
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Figure 4.25 Simplified figure for M3 

The M3 model was tested with a desaturated soil column. It was a fully drained, partially saturated soil 
column, with no foundation, and almost exclusively of low-strain elastic motions including E3-E6 

4.5.4 Half-saturated soil column (M4) 

The introduction of a saturated zone introduces another level model complexity as the possibility 

of excess pore-water pressure generation and any addition of standing water alters the physics of 

the soil system. The last two thirds of TP3 comprise the tests that fall into this M4 category. 
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Stress Profile, M4 
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Figure 4.26 Simplified figure for M4 

The main features ofM4 include a saturated lower half of the soil box with nearly dry soil above. There 
was no foundation or super structure elements, and primarily low-strain elastic motions were imposed 
including energies E3 through E6. 

4.5.5 Fully-saturated soil column (MS) 

Several fully-saturated soil column motions were conducted prior to lowering the water table 

during TP3 . Specifically, the motions listed as TP3-15 , 16 and 17 make up this category MS . 

It should be pointed out that most of the shaking conducted in the laminar box prior to TP 1, by 

other users of the equipment, typically fits into this category. 
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Stress Profile, M5 
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Figure 4.27 Simplified figure for MS 

In summary, the parameters of the M5 model are as follows, 1) fully saturated soil, 2) no foundation or 
superstructure elements, and 3) motions consisted of the E3 and E4 classes, which can be augmented 
by previous tests of the E2 type if necessary. 

4.5.6 Foundation system and saturated soil column (M6) 

The shaking during TPl could be considered the most complicated scenario for the following 

reasons . First, this test plan involved a fully-saturated soil column and a foundation system that 

imposed varying boundary conditions and superstructure impedances throughout TP 1. This 

category, M6, is composed of E2, E8, and E9 motions. TPl was conducted in three general 

phases, where two of those subdivisions are identified as follows. 

4.5.6.1 Lump foundation system (M6i) 

M6-initial (M6i) is defined as the first major portion of the 2015 testing that includes portions 

TPl-1 and TPl-2 . During this initial phase, no energy was applied to the hybrid shake table and 
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it acted essentially as a traditional lump-mass superstructure. Only E2 motions were imposed on 

the base of the model during this phase. 

4.5.6.2 Hybrid foundation system (M6f) 

M6-final (M6f) consists of the last major portion of TPI where hybrid shaking was conducted, 

i.e., E9 motions. There were several ES motions imposed between M6i and M6f. These machine 

foundation motions, as waves propagate from the superstructure into the foundation and to the 

soil, will not be addressed in this dissertation. 
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Figure 4.28 Simplified figure for M6i 
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Stress Profile, M6f 
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Figure 4.29 Simplified figure for M6f 

4.5.7 Summary of model complexities 

The previous sections described the various models and corresponding test plans. The following 

figure is a comprehensive summary of the motions, test plans, and model states over the course 

of testing and data collection. 
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~I_____P_re_-_TP_l_d_at-a,_a_s_ne_e_d_e_d_, b_y_Th_e_v_a_and_o_t_he_rs__=:::::~1-----.i.. cc 
..-l 
0 

Ml c
TP 1 0. 

E 
ID Motions Test Phase Description µ..i 

/l
TPl - 1 1-23 HST suspended (lump mass) l 

B 

TPl - 2 24-45 HST suspended (lump mass) I 

TPl - 3 46-62 HST IIXJtion only (machine fmmdation) 
TPl - 4 63-70 Mix oflump mass and machine IIXJtions 
TPl - 5 71-156 GLB-HST SFSI Testino-

TP2 

ID Motions Test Phase Description ~-fl
TP2 - 1 1-16 Single sine cycle pulses 
TP2 - 2 17-24 Single sine cycle pulses 
TP2 - 3 25-32 Single sine cycle pulses 
TP2 - 4 33-40 Single sine cycle pulses 

,_TP_2_-_s__4_1_-4_8____singl_·~e_sin_e_c~y,~c_le~p_uls_es________t~~~~~,........,,...,._,. 
TP2 - 6 49-56 Single sine cycle pulses 1~1
TP2 - 7 57-64 Single sine cycle pulses 

il TP2 - 8 65-72 Single sine cycle pulses 
~ TP2 - 9 73-80 Single sine cycle pulses 

~ t-TP_2_-_l_0_t-8_1_-8_8__-+_Singl_·~e_sin_e_c~y,~c_le~p_uls_es_____--11-----1 

·51 TP2 - 11 89-97 Sine sweep 
-§ TP2 - 12 98-107 Hi-Gauss chiip 
2 TP2 - 13 108-117 Low-Gauss chiip 
6 TP2 - 14 118-125 Halfsine 

TP2 - 15 126 - 146 Sine 

TP 3 

ID Motions Test Phase Description 
TP3 - 1 1-4 Sawtooth ~ 
TP3 - 2 5 - 12 Sine ::l 

8TP3 - 3 13 - 21 Single sine cycle pulses 

I 
-0

IBTP3 - 4 22 Muhisine 
MSTP3 - 5 23 Sine 

TP3 - 6 24 Sine .b 
TP3 - 7 25-27 Sine :i 

TP3 - 8 28 - 29 Sine ""' 
TP3 - 9 30 -32 Sine sweep 
TP3-10 33-35 Hi-gauss chiip 
TP3 - 11 36 - 40 Low-gauss chiip - -- "'!,< ► 
TP3 - 12 41 Muhisine 

M6i 
TP3 - 13 42 Sawtooth I 

TP3 - 14 43 - 46 Sine I 

TP3 - 15 47 - 49 Low-gauss chiip 
TP3-16 50- 52 Hi-gauss chiip f== 
TP3-17 53-57 Sine sweep 
TP3 - 18 58 - 82 Sine single pulse 
TP3 - 19 83 - 88 Sine 
TP3 - 20 89 - 91 Sine 
TP3-21 92-96 Sine sweep 
TP3 - 22 97 - 103 Hi-gauss chiip 
TP3 - 23 104 - 108 Low-gauss chiip 
TP3 - 24 109 - 133 Standing sine wave 

Figure 4.30 Chronological order v. model complexities of test plans 
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4.6 Parametric matrix 

Similarly, now that the collection of input energies has been presented and the models have been 

rearranged in order of increasing complexity, the following table identifies the data sets that will 

be analyzed as part of this dissertation and beyond. 

Ml M2 M3 M4 MS M6i M6f 

OCT-2017 SEP-2017 DEC-2016 JAN-2018 DEC-2017 FALL-201S 

-----:-----
I I I 
I I 1/120, 1/240, I 

El I 1/360 I 1/360 I .. I I I 
1______ I ____I 

I I I I I 
I I I I I 

E2 I 2 I 2 I 10, 10 6, 8 , 10, 12 pre-TPl I 2 , 4 I 

-'v-
, I I I I I 

I I I I I-----r-----r----- ------ -----,-----
1 I I I I I 

E3 1-5 1-5 1-5 1-5I I I I It 1111111 11::11::i;:► I I I I I 
lmmm111 I I I I I 

E4L 1-4 1-4 1-4 1-4N{l!NIHN 
I 

E4H 5-10 5-10 5-10 5-10 

1v 1/4, 1/2, 3/4, I , 2, 1/2, 1, 2, 4 , 6, 8, 1/4, 1/2 , 3/4, I , 2, 
ES 3, 4,5 , 6, 8, 10 10 3,4,5,6,8, 10 

E6 j\_ 20 20 20 

I I' 
I I

E7 1-10
I I 
I I.,, ', 1 

E8 2~ 

r-----, 
E9 I GLB: 2, HST:2 1 

I I---- I I 

I I 

Figure 4.31 Motion-model matrix 
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The numerical values in each block of the grid show the frequencies tested. Items in red were 

acquired with no acquisition of pore-water pressure data. The tests in blue involved pore-water 

pressure monitoring. Note that the matrix is not completely filled, i.e. not every built model was 

subjected to all of the same base motions. 

As listed in the previous chapter, in total, nearly 450 motions were applied over the three test 

plans. The complete set of data will be made publicly available on DesignSafe-CI and in the 

appendices of this dissertation. However, a curated selection of data will be presented in the 

body of this dissertation that facilitates documentation and analysis of the model responses. In 

many instances, to capture uncertainty parameters, motions were repeated ten times. Factors that 

may contribute to present one of these motions over another include: 

• Optimal or clean data signals 

• Motions that exhibit anomalies of behavior 

• Consecutive motions that facilitate intra-model analysis 

• Motions across different levels of model complexity that necessitate inter-model 

analysis 
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CHAPTERS 

DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 

5.1 General 

This chapter describes the organization, processes, methods of data analysis utilized in this 

research project. The primary goals of this chapter are to : 

1) Describe the models in parameters that were in data reduction and analysis, 

2) Describe assumptions made and any derived or observed deviations, 

3) Identify anomalies in the data and their meaning, 

4) Process and analyze data in the time and frequency domains, and 

5) Describe post-processing methods for the derived data sets. 

5.2 Preface to data analysis 

The MATLAB software package was used, primarily, to process the data. Microsoft Excel was 

also used to organize and compare datasets. Nearly 450 motions were captured as part of these 

experimental endeavors. The presentation and description of all data sets in full , including raw, 

processed, analyzed, and derived data sets, would be overwhelming. Thus, this chapter contains a 

selection of motions that represent key insights in to model behavior and facilitate dissemination 

of the outcomes of this research. A full copy of the scripts and curated data files are available in 

the appendices of this dissertation. 
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The following sections address post-processing conventions as well as metadata that is necessary 

to interpret the data sets, their analyses, and provide context to any conclusions. 

5.2.1 Time axes 

5.2.1.1 Mismatch of clocks 

Laminar box data is acquired across multiple data acquisition (DAQ) hardware and software 

platforms, where the need for different systems arise from both processing and acquisition rate 

requirements of the sensors. The Pacific system acquires laminate displacements and 

accelerations, pore-water pressure data, moisture content data, and most other voltage/charge 

versus time type sensors. A separate standalone system acquires the laminar box base actuating 

data, i.e. force and displacement data, as these are part of the feedback for the hydraulic actuation 

system. The SAA data is acquired on third system, the Krypton data is acquired on a fourth, and 

bender elements on a fifth, although these not acquired concurrently with the other four systems. 

In a given shake, there are four different clocks that are not synchronized. 

5.2.1.2 Trigger system 

Ideally, the base actuating system activates all of the above clocks so data acquisition across all 

DAQs have the same start time. The window of data acquisition was constant for many of the 

data sets acquired. For example, most of the TPl data was acquired with a correctly managed 

trigger between the actuation system (MTS controller) and the primary data acquisition system 

(Pacific). To clarify, the Pacific data for TPl was consistently set to acquire data at a set time 

before a laminar box base motion begins. Direct comparisons of the Pacific data acquired during 
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different inter-TP 1 motions are therefore possible. The Pacific data for most of the TP 1 have 

time axes that start at zero seconds and end well after pore-water pressure dissipation. 

During other laminar box motion sets, e.g. , TP3 , this feature was not implemented and time axes 

varied. For example, the meaningful Pacific data acquired for TP3 run 47 happens between 

approximately 13.5 and 22.5 seconds, as seen in Figure 5.3. However, the data acquired for 

motion 48 happens between 8 and 20 seconds, as seen in Figure 5.5. These time-axes issues 

present an analysis challenge when the trigger was not set to a consistent value. As the trigger 

time was not set, the processing necessary to compare motions is to line up data at the observed 

start of motion. This is this case between all separate acquisition systems as well as between 

different motions acquired on the same DAQ, e.g. the aforementioned TP3 example. 

Depending on the signal-to-noise ratio, the displacement or acceleration data was used to 

determine the start time of the motion. Typically, this time is when the base signal starts to 

deviate from 0-in or 0-g. Contingent upon the duration of the signal, plot windows include 

samples leading up to and following the motion to show the baseline data before and after 

shaking. 

5.2.2 Plot layouts and color coding 

As mentioned in chapter 4, the laminar box base is always instrumented with both displacement 

and acceleration transducers. Similarly, certain laminates were instrumented during each test 

plan: 2, 6, 10, 14, 18, 22, 26, and 30. The following subsection describes the rationale behind 

plot organization and presentation. 
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5.2.2.1 Displacement and acceleration color coding 

When comparing motions, a color code system is used to facilitate inter- and intra-test laminate 

and base data evaluation. For acceleration and displacement data, acquired in the primary 

direction of shaking, the following color code system is used to identify the base and laminate 

data. Each plot also has a legend expressing this color scheme. 

Displ / Accel Strain 
NIA LAM30 

LAM26 LAM30 - LAM26 
LAM22 LAM26 - LAM22 
LAM18 LAM22 - LAM18 
LAM14 LAM18 - LAM14 
LAMlO LAM14 - LAMlO 
LAM06 LAMlO - LAM06 
LAM02 LAM06 - LAM02 
BASE LAM02 - BASE 

Figure 5.1 Color scheme for standard laminates of interest 

These laminates, and the base, were instrumented during each TP. 

For example, the following plot shows the time-displacement history of motion 47 during TP3 

and uses this color scheme. The same color scheme was also used for acceleration data. 
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Figure 5.2 Typical plot of laminate time-displacement data 

Lams, x•Acceleration, TP3, Run: 47 
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Figure 5.3 Typical plot of laminate time-acceleration data 

5.2.2.2 Strain color coding 

Plots of inter-laminate strain uses the same color palette, with the reference laminate color 

corresponding to the plotted strain. For example, the color black represents the linear strain 

between the base laminate and laminate 2, and the color purple represents the linear strain 

between laminate 2 and laminate 6. Note that gray is not used for strain between laminates 30 
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and 34. In the majority of tests, laminar 34 is not in contact with the soil surface and would not 

provide any meaningful strain for the model. The following plot is of the inter-laminate strain for 

motion 4 7 during TP3 . 

-12 

12 14 16 18 20 22 

Time, s 

Figure 5.4 Typical plot of laminate time-strain data 

The plots have been labeled with proper axis labels and titles to identify the contained data. If a 

plot does not contain a title indicating the Test plan and motion number, the data will be grouped 

with other identified data or have a proper figure caption. 

5.2.3 Laminate-displacement data sets 

With few exceptions, standard displacement measurements were made during each Test plan. 

During Test plan 3, extra string pots were used to capture laminate displacement on more 

laminates than just the standard locations, as seen in Table 4.7. The Krypton system was also 

used to capture the displacement data of the base and the first 20-consecutive laminates during 

this test plan. In the following analysis sections, this additional base and laminate data will be 

presented in addition to the standard locations for this particular test plan. However, because 
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there were relatively fewer laminate sensors in both test plans 1 and 2, inter-model comparisons 

will be made with data gathered about the standard laminates. 

The base is redundantly instrumented with string potentiometers and temposonics to measure in 

the time-displacement space. Occasionally, temposonics were used to measure also laminate 

response in the lower-shearing portion of the box. 

5.2.3.1 Zeroing of displacement data 

During the progression of input motions, laminates tend to drift. After the soil is placed in the 

laminar box via the pumping procedures, and before any motions are run, the laminates are 

stacked vertically. After the first input motion, there may be residual displacements. This is 

clearly seen after the first motion of test plan 3, i.e. run 47 shown in Figure 5.2. 

Lam x-Dls,:,lacements , TP3, Run: 48 
I I I 

-BA - L2 - L6 L10 L14 L18 - L22 L26 L30 

0 .1 -

0.05 
,!;; 

"E" 
Q) 

E 
OJ 0u 
ci. "' 
V, 

i5 
-0.05 -

0.1 -

10 12 14 16 18 20 
Time, s 

Figure 5.5 Second motion of TP3, LAM positions set back to "home" 
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Figure 5.6 Illustration of LAM displacements 

The lumped position of the standard laminates of interest 

Illustrations, like the one above, have been coded into the aforementioned MATLAB post

processing scripts. Figure 5.6 shows the permanent deformation at the end of test plan 3, run 47. 

The scripts are dynamic and show playback of model response in time-displacement space. The 

same color scheme from section 5.2.2 is used for these illustrations. 
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The displacements in the figures have been exaggerated in the direction of shaking to reveal the 

mode shapes. Because data was only acquired at the standard locations, in these illustrations, 

each colored block represents the two laminates above and two below each standard measured 

laminate. For example, the blue block in Figure 5.6 represents the median displacement of 

laminates 4 through 8, which is essentially the plotted measurement oflaminate 6. 

5.2.3.3 Strain calculations 

The strain is calculated as the difference in relative position of the measured laminates, at each 

time step, divided by the distance between measurements. The distance between measured values 

of displacement is 24 inches for all strain calculations except for the strain calculation between 

laminate 2 and the base, which is 12 inches. 

[xLAM above(t)] - [xLAM below or BASE(t)] 

Shearing height 

Equation 5.1 Definition of standard LAM shear strain 

Because more displacement instrumentation was used during test plan 3, more accurate strain 

calculations can be made between laminates. Strain calculations can also be made with SAA 

positional data. 

Volumetric strain of each test plan is a function of soil-column settlement. The settlement during 

TPl was 21 inches thereby yielding at volumetric strain, Evol, of 10.7%. There was no measurable 
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settlement during TP2 and therefore Evol can be considered 0.0%. There was slight consolidation 

during TP3 which correlates to an Evol of O.1 %. 

Dynamic strain varies depending on base energy. The following plots show the maximum 

shearing strains during each test plan. 

Max LAM strains TP1 
0.08 

82 2-6 - 6-10 10-14 14-18 18-22 22-26 26-30 

0.06 - j 
0.04 -

0.02 

]" 

-0. 04 

-0.06 -

-0.08 -

-0.1 
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 

Run 

Figure 5. 7 Maximum strain during TPl shaking 
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Figure 5.8 Maximum strain during TP2 shaking 

Max LAM strains TP3 
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Figure 5.9 Maximum strain during the empty and water GLB TP3 shaking 
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Figure 5.10 Maximum strain during the full-GLB TP3 shaking 

5.2.4 Laminate-acceleration data sets, general 

Similar to section 5.2.3 , acceleration data was taken sparsely over the height of the laminar box 

at the standard locations and will be identified using the color scheme in section 5.2.2 . 

5.2.5 Filtering 

Some displacement and acceleration data had low signal-to-noise ratios. This may have been due 

to improper instrumentation settings, e.g. low-gain. Noisy data may have also been due to 

extremely low displacements or accelerations that were on the threshold or not within correctly 

tuned instrumentation capabilities. The following plot is an example of a noisy signal, which is 

the time-displacement data for motion 34 during test plan 2. 
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Lam •·Di&placemet\ts, TP2, Run: 34 
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Figure 5.11 Example oflow signal-to-noise ratio 

For all intents and purposes, the data set shown in Figure 5.11 is not usable. Low-pass filtering 

can be used to remove high-frequency noise for conceptual purposes but this process may also 

remove high frequencies that were actually present. 
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Figure 5.12 Example of a filtered signal 

5.2.6 SAA data, general 

5.2.6.1 SAA measurement types 

Each SAA acquires data at discrete points along the length of the device. Measurements are 

taken during dynamic testing as well as the static conditions before and after. At each node the 

following measurements are recorded: 

1) X, Y, and Z position 

2) X, Y, and Z acceleration 

3) X and Y Rotation 

4) Temperature 

During test plan 1, three SAAs were used, one of which broke mid-test. The two surviving SAAs 

from test plan 1 and two newer model SAAs were used during test plans 2 and 3. The table 

below specifies which SAAs were used during which testing in addition to their sampling 

capabilities. 
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Table 5.1 SAA specifications 

TPl TP2 TP3 
Max Sampling 
Frequency, Hz 

SAA707 50-60 
SAA723 50-60 

SAA886 50-60 
SAA175 5 
SAA178 5 

5.2.6.2 Spatial position, pairing with laminate data 

The locations of the nodes in the X-Y plane were quite similar for test plans 2 and 3, i.e. the 

SAAs were in the vicinity of the four comers of the laminar box. However, in test plan 1, the 

SAAs were aligned along the southern end of the laminar box close to the hybrid shake table. 

Refer to section 4.2.4.1 for the mapping of embedded instrumentation during the three test plans. 

Each node can be paired with a nearest laminate for height reference. For test plans 2 and 3, 

because soil consolidation was negligible, the pairing is constant throughout the complete test 

plan. That is, there was not enough settlement in the latter two tests to necessitate the 

reassignment of node-laminate pairings. However, for test plan 1 there was sufficient material 

consolidation. 
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Table 5.2 Laminate and SAA 707 pairings 

SAA707 node 
TPl 

M6i M6f 
TP2 TP3 

LAM30 19 20 20 21 
LAM26 17 18 17 18 
LAM22 14 15 15 16 
LAM18 12 13 12 13 
LAM14 9 10 10 11 
LAMl0 7 7 7 8 
LAM06 4 4 5 6 
LAM02 2 2 2 3 
BASE 1 1 1 1 

5.2.6.3 Static SAA measurements 

Static SAA data is acquired in between dynamic laminar box motions. Usually, this data is 

acquired when the box is at rest and when excess pore-water pressure has fully dissipated, if 

present. Static data is recorded for a single point in time. 

The static data may be used to monitor the progression of a laminar model over multiple 

motions. For example, the plots in section 4.2.4.1 , show the progression of SAA locations over 

the durations of TPl , TP2, and TP3 . These plots were generated by compiling acquired data, 

approximately one sample per day, and tracking the deformation of the soil column. 

5.2.6.4 Dynamic measurements 

Dynamic SAA data was acquired for each motion of test plans 1 through 3. The SAA data 

acquisition system cannot be triggered by or synchronized with the base-actuating system, 

thereby necessitating a manual alignment of dynamic SAA and laminate data. 
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TP3, run: 47 
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Figure 5.13 Comparison between SAA and LAM acceleration data 

Figure 5.13 shows the acceleration response of node 18 on SAA 707 during test plan 3, run 47. It 

has been over-plotted with the response of the nearest laminate, number 26. Currently, dynamic 

analysis was only performed looking at the response of SAA 707. 

5.2.7 Pore-water pressure data sets, general 

Pore-water pressure was measured for the saturated model in test plan 1 and the half-saturated 

model in test plan 3; there was only one meaningful reading at the end of test plan 2. Since the 

pore pressure sensor locations, in elevation, do not always coincide with the standard laminates 

of interest across all test plans, their plots will not use the color scheme identified in section 

5.2.2. However, a legend is appended to each pore pressure plot. The color scheme for the pore 

pressure plots are as follows . 
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-- L3-P3 --BS•P7 

Figure 5.14 PWP legend 
The following legend is used to identify each PWP plot for TPl(left) and TP3 (right) . 

The time axis of these typical PWP plots have been extended, compared to the displacement or 

acceleration plots, to show dissipation behavior, typical by approximately 5 seconds. 

5.2.7.1 Raw Pore Water Pressure 

Figure 5.15 shows the raw pore pressure generation during test plan 3 run 47, and 'L19-P3 ' 

refers to the raw signal from PWP3, and that PWP3 was buried at approximately at the same 

elevation, above the base, as laminate 19. The SAA and embedded instrumentation maps in 

section 4.2.4.1 shows the progression of the pore pressure sensor locations. 
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Figure 5.15 Raw pore water pressure data from test plan 3, motion 47 

5.2.7.2 Normalized PWP 

The raw pore-water pressure generation is also normalized. This is defined as the raw signal 

divided by a calculated mean initial-static value. 

PWP(t) 

PWP(t = 0) 

Equation 5.2 Definition of Normalized Pore Water Pressure 

This shows pore pressure as a percentage of static pressure, which can be used to approximate 

the state of effective stress. 
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Figure 5.16 Normalized pore pressure data from test plan 3, motion 47 

5.2.7.3 Pore-water pressure illustrations 

The pore water pressure data was included in the real-time post-processing scripts, as the 

following figure shows the state of pore water pressure during test plan 3, motion 47, at a time of 

17.5 seconds. The vertical hash marks represent the initial-static value of pore pressure. The 

horizontal bars indicate real-time PWP. 
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Figure 5.17 Pore water pressure data from post-processing tools 

The pore pressure color scheme in these bar illustrations is the same scheme used in the raw and 
normalized plots, respectively, Figure 5 .15 and Figure 5 .16. 

5.2.8 Base actuating data, general 

The data acquired during shaking at the base includes the displacement readings from exterior

mounted string pots and sensitive temposonics that are connected to the Pacific system. During 

test plan 3, the stand-alone Krypton system also captured time-displacement information. 

Further, acceleration of the base is measured using accelerometers that are also connected to the 

Pacific system. 

In addition to these systems, the MTS base actuating system records the command signal, actual 

actuator displacements via internal sensors, and generated forces during shaking. 
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5.2.8.1 Actuator forces 

Ideally, the actuators push and pull on the GLB base evenly. However, due to the leader-follower 

setup, there are small differences between actual actuator displacements. Therefore the north and 

south forces , being exerted on the base, do not overlap as seen in Figure 5.18. 

-0.04 ~ 

--006 
2 ,o 12 14 

Time.s 

Figure 5.18 Typical Time-displacement plot 

Time-displacement plot for TP3, run 47 showing command, and north and south LVDT readings 

Nonetheless, displacement-force loops are collected for both actuators as seen in Figure 5.19. 

The total force being exerted on the GLB base is the sum of the north and south vectors as shown 

in Figure 5.20. Neglecting any torsional effects due to displacement differences, the sum of those 

actuating forces are the resultant time-force vector acting on the base, these "net" loops should 

be used primarily in analysis. The difference between the command signal and the actual 

actuator displacement may be large. Figure 5.22 shows an extreme case of the actual actuator 

displacements underperforming. 
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Figure 5.19 Typical force-displacement plots 

Force-displacement plots for TP3, run 47, showing north and south actuator forces on the GLB 
base 
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Figure 5.20 Displacement-force plot, combined 

Displacement-force plot for TP3 , run 47 showing net force on GLB base 
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Figure 5.21 Typical time-force plot 

Time-force plot for TP3, run 47 calculated with net force 
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Figure 5.22 Base actuation time-displacement plot 

Time-displacement plot for TP3, run 133 , showing a good example of significant differences 
between the command signal and actual displacements 
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5.3 Analysis of particular subsets 

This section will briefly describe samples of the El , E2, E3 and E6 data sets to help identify and 

quantify important parameters contributing to boundary conditions effects in subsequent 

chapters. This section does not present all of the data across all test plans, but rather is a small 

extraction that illustrates important factors that contribute to overall box response. 

For example, during hybrid testing, at the end of test plan 1, several motions were applied to the 

laminar box. If there was no discemable difference in response between motions and if base 

amplitude was not changed, then it is sufficient to present only one of those motions for 

illustration. The purpose of running several copies of the same motion sequentially was to 

identify uncertainties in repeat motions in the laminar box system. 

This section has been formatted to present information concisely and organized. The plots have 

been reduced in size to allow four, not necessarily consecutive, motions to be plotted next to 

each other. In general, the various sets of info, e.g. displacement and acceleration, have been 

aligned along the time axes. 

Refer to DesignSafe-CI (2019) for the full set of data. 
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5.3.1 El-Ml and El-M2: Quasi-static sawtooth base motions, empty and 

water-filled box, test plan 3, motions 42 and 4 

5.3.1.1 Empty GLB 

A sawtooth motion was imposed on the empty laminar box. The simple shearing of the laminar 

box, from the base, was initiated to investigate elementary parameters, i.e. estimate the quasi

static stiffness and system friction. 

A single cycle was applied over a duration of 360 seconds in which the base was pushed out to 

0.6 inches, pulled back to -0.6 inches, and returned to zero for a total of 2.4 inches of 

displacement. Therefore, the deformation rate was 0.4 inches per minute or approximately 6.67 

thousandths of an inch per second. While pushing and pulling, in this quasi-static test, 

displacement-force measurements were acquired at the base. 

Similar to motion 42, another sawtooth motion was executed on the laminar box, however, in 

this case, the GLB was filled with 17-ft of water. The base was pushed and pulled, during the 

water-sawtooth motion, under the same conditions as the empty-sawtooth motion, i.e. maximum 

displacement and shearing rate. No soil was present in the laminar box for this motion. Three 

other sawtooth motions were conducted on the water-filled GLB, at lower amplitudes, but due to 

similarities will not be analyzed in this dissertation. 
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Figure 5.23 Sawtooth response of empty GLB 

The Pacific setup (top), including temposonics and string potentiometers were used to monitor 
displacement of the base and laminates . The Krypton system measured displacement of the base 
and the first 20 consecutive laminates (bottom). 
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Figure 5.24 Sawtooth response of water-filled GLB 

The Pacific setup (top), including temposonics and string potentiometers were used to monitor 
displacement of the base and laminates . The Krypton system measured displacement of the base 
and the first 20 consecutive laminates (bottom). 
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5.3.1.2 Inspection of sawtooth data 

Zooming in, on the peak points during shearing, for example in and, it can be seen that, whether 

looking at the Pacific or Krypton data, there is less displacement in the upper laminates. 

There are discrepancies between the Pacific and Krypton data. The Pacific data seems to "stick" 

when motion changes direction. Nonetheless, the data shows that the GLB less stiff empty than 

when it is filled with water. 

In a perfect laminate system, quasi static shearing would result in the pushing and pulling the 

bases without any motion in the superior laminates. 

F 

µW 

Expected 
(quasi-static) 

Observed 
(quasi-static) 

Figure 5.25 Generalized response of sawtooth motions 
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Figure 5.26 Peak displacements during empty sawtooth shearing 
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Figure 5.27 Peak displacements during water-filled sawtooth shearing 

5.3.1.3 Frictional forces on bearings 

For the empty case, in Figure 5.29, it can be seen that the force pushing the base is 

approximately 3,000 lbs. Because of the quasi-static nature of the push/pull, the only resisting 

forces , against the actuators, are the frictional forces generated by the bearings below the GLB 
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base and between the base and the first laminate. The summation of forces in the direction of 

actuation is: 

Equation 5.3 Summation of shearing forces on GLB during sawtooth motion 

The post-2017 weight of the GLB base, Wbase, is approximately 21 ,200 lbs. , and the weight of 

the laminates, WL39:Ll , is approximately 91 ,800 lbs. Therefore, µ is calculated to be 

approximately 2.65 percent. For the water case, the weight of the water, which was at a height of 

17-ft, is 155,900 lbs. and should be added to Wu9:L1. The actuator force is approximately 7 kips. 

For the water case, µ is calculated to be approximately 2.60 percent. 
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---
w ~ W/312 or W/264 

F 

h 

l:F = w + µw*h*c* A/I < 2.5 kips 

Figure 5.28 Forces on GLB base bearing 

Bending stress, which is a function of the frictional force due to the sawtooth pushing and 
pulling, and normal loads may exceed the rated capacity of a GLB ball bearing. 
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Figure 5.29 Time-force history of empty and water-filled laminar box sawtooth motions 
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5.3.2 E2-Ml: Standing-sine base motion, empty GLB 

5.3.2.1 Test Plan 3, motions 43-45 

Under empty conditions, the GLB was put under sinusoidal cyclic loading at 2 Hz and at various 

amplitudes. Motions 43-45 are analyzed here and the omission of motion 46 is due to 

redundancy. Motion 43 was conducted for 5 cycles and each motion had standard ramp up and 

down cycles. 

As base displacement amplitude increases there is a reduction in the transfer of energy to 

superior laminates. If acceleration is sufficient, frictional forces due to bearings become 

negligible and there is decoupling. 
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Figure 5.30 Low-amplitude energy imposed on empty GLB 

Base acceleration (top) amplitude is approximately 0.025-g, shaking conducted at 2 Hz for a 
total of 5 cycles. Displacement shown in bottom plot. 
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Figure 5.31 Medium-amplitude energy imposed on empty GLB 

Base acceleration (top) amplitude is approximately 0.050-g, shaking conducted at 2 Hz for a 
total of 10-15 cycles. Displacement shown in bottom plot. 
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Figure 5.32 High-amplitude energy imposed on empty GLB 

Base acceleration (top) amplitude is approximately 0.175-g, shaking conducted at 2 Hz for a 
total of 10-15 cycles. Displacement shown in bottom plot. 
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5.3.3 E2-M2: Standing-sine base motion, box filled with water 

5.3.3.1 Test Plan 3, motions 7, 10, and 12 
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Figure 5.33 Low-amplitude energy imposed on water-filled GLB 

Base acceleration (top) amplitude is approximately 0.035-g, shaking conducted at 2 Hz for a 
total of 10-15 cycles. Displacement shown in bottom plot. 
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Figure 5.34 Medium-amplitude energy imposed on water-filled GLB 

Base acceleration (top) amplitude is approximately 0.061-g, shaking conducted at 2 Hz for a 
total of 10-15 cycles. Displacement shown in bottom plot. 
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Figure 5.35 High-amplitude energy imposed on water-filled GLB 

Base acceleration (top) amplitude is approximately 0.180-g, shaking conducted at 2 Hz for a 
total of 10-15 cycles. Displacement shown in bottom plot. 
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5.3.4 E3-M2: Sine-sweep base motion, box filled with water 

5.3.4.1 TP3, motions 30 and 32 
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Figure 5.36 Low-amplitude sine sweep energy imposed on water-filled GLB 

Base acceleration (top) amplitude is approximately 0.180-g, shaking conducted as a 1-5 Hz sine 
sweep. Displacement shown in bottom plot. 
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Figure 5.37 High-amplitude sine sweep energy imposed on water-filled GLB 

Base acceleration (top) amplitude is approximately 0.180-g, shaking conducted as a 1-5 Hz sine 
sweep. Displacement shown in bottom plot. 
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5.3.5 E3-M3: Sine-sweep base motion, desaturated-soil column 

5.3.5.1 TP2, motion 97 
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Figure 5.38 Low-amplitude sine sweep energy imposed on desaturated soil column 

Base acceleration (top) amplitude is approximately 0.010-g, shaking conducted as a 2.5-10 Hz 
sine sweep. Displacement shown in bottom plot. 
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Figure 5.39 Strain imposed due to low-amplitude sine sweep energy imposed on 
desaturated soil column 
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Figure 5.40 Inspection oflow-amplitude sine sweep energy imposed on desaturated soil 
column 
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5.3.6 E3-M4: Sine-sweep base motion, half-saturated soil column 

5.3.6.1 TP3, motions: 93-95 (1 to 5 Hz) 
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Figure 5.41 Low-amplitude sine sweep energy imposed on half-saturated soil column 

Acceleration (top) and displacement. 
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Figure 5.42 Low-amplitude sine sweep energy imposed on half-saturated soil column 

Strain (top) and PWP. 
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Figure 5.43 Medium-amplitude sine sweep energy imposed on half-saturated soil column 

Acceleration (top) and displacement. 
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Figure 5.44 Low-amplitude sine sweep energy imposed on half-saturated soil column 

Strain (top) and PWP. 
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Figure 5.45 High-amplitude sine sweep energy imposed on half-saturated soil column 

Acceleration (top) and displacement. 
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Figure 5.46 High-amplitude sine sweep energy imposed on half-saturated soil column 

Strain (top) and PWP. 
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5.3.7 E3-M5: Sine-sweep base motion, saturated-soil column. 

TP3, motions: 55-57 (1 to 5 Hz) 
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Figure 5.47 Low-amplitude sine sweep energy imposed on fully-saturated soil column 

Acceleration (top) and displacement. 
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Figure 5.48 Low-amplitude sine sweep energy imposed on fully-saturated soil column 

Strain (top) and PWP. 
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Figure 5.49 Medium-amplitude sine sweep energy imposed on fully-saturated soil column 

Acceleration (top) and displacement. 
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Figure 5.50 Medium-amplitude sine sweep energy imposed on fully-saturated soil column 

Strain (top) and PWP. 
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Figure 5.51 Medium-amplitude sine sweep energy imposed on fully-saturated soil column 

Acceleration (top) and displacement. 
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Figure 5.52 High-amplitude sine sweep energy imposed on fully-saturated soil column 

Strain (top) and PWP. 
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5.3.8 E2-M6f: GLB hybrid shaking 

5.3.8.1 TPl, motions 115 and 117 
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Figure 5.53 Impedance 1: energy imposed on fully-saturated soil column 

Acceleration (top) and displacement. 
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Figure 5.54 Impedance 1: energy imposed on fully-saturated soil column 

Strain (top) and PWP. 
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Figure 5.55 Impedance 2: energy imposed on fully-saturated soil column 

Acceleration (top) and displacement. 
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Figure 5.56 Impedance 2: energy imposed on fully-saturated soil column 

Strain (top) and PWP. 
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CHAPTER6 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

SUMMARY 

Verified and validated non-linear models for soil are necessary to perform soil-structure 

interaction analyses. The research described in this dissertation represents a series of small but 

critical steps toward this goal. The experimental test programs included thrusts focused on 

identifying and quantifying sources of uncertainty in the mechanical laminar box system, 

enumerating boundary conditions, and identifying the state of the soil at any point during testing 

via custom sensors and instrumentation combinations such that a modelling-of-a-model approach 

can be utilized in future research. 

The test plans were designed to elicit varying levels of stress and strain in the soil, consider dry 

and saturated soils, provide insight into the variability of the system through multiple repeats of 

an input motion, provide a method of comparison with common element-level laboratory tests, 

and demonstrate the influence of soil-structure interaction on the liquefaction of soil in the 

proximity of a foundation system. Although nearly 450 motions were recorded during these 

experimental programs, the data sets are not ergodic. Verification and validation will require 

continued investment in this arena. 
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6.1 Conclusions 

As previously described, the primary goal of this dissertation is to facilitate the capture of soil

structure interaction in a large geotechnical laminar box and enable modelling-of-a-model 

analyses. The following sections detail the four distinct contributions outlined in first chapter: 

1) Quantification of the mechanical properties and performance characteristics of the 

geotechnical laminar box and base hydraulic actuation system. 

2) Reducing uncertainty of the state of the model during testing through critical custom

built instrumentation at precisely known locations. 

3) Analyses of wave propagation in the laminar box with soil at various states of 

saturation. 

4) Preliminary testing with a hybrid shake table to alter the dynamic superstructure 

response in real time. 

6.1.1 Quantification of the mechanical properties of the laminar box and 

actuation system 

Although the laminar box approximates a free-field condition, it is not a perfect representation of 

reality. The characteristics of the mechanical system itself, the performance of the actuators, and 

the boundary conditions all have an effect on the response of a laminar box filled with soil. The 

characteristics of the laminar box have been quantified in this dissertation. This includes the 

friction between the roller bearings and the floor supports as well as the bearings and the 

laminates themselves; the stiffness of the laminates and base; and the stiffness of the rubber liner. 

The hydraulic actuation system has been characterized and a frequency response function could 

be established for future input motions. The boundary conditions of the laminar box have been 
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measured, including an estimation of the lateral forces between the liner and the laminates as 

determined via tactile pressure sensors. 

6.1.2 Quantifying the state of the soil in the laminar box before, during, and 

after testing 

Bender elements, attached to ShapeAccelArrays, provide shear wave velocity in the soil and may 

be used to quantify the small-strain shear modulus at any point in space and time. This is the first 

time that bender elements have been implemented in a large geotechnical testing system. 

Accelerometers on the exterior of the box provide key shear wave velocity data that accounts for 

the performance of the mechanical laminar box system itself Pore pressure transducers and 

moisture sensors characterize the water content versus depth, and quantify the extent of the 

vadose zone. The state of the soil is known with much more certainty than in previous laminar 

box experimental programs. 

6.1.3 Analysis of wave propagation in the laminar box 

Input motions consisting of single sine cycles, multiple sine cycles, frequency sweeps, Gaussian 

chirps, and sawtooth motions were imposed on laminar box filled with soil. A subset of these 

motions have been analyzed and can be used in a modelling-of-a-model approach to characterize 

the real wave propagation in the soil. As the uncertainties in the laminar box have now been 

quantified as part of this dissertation, the model-of-a-model will differentiate between the 

mechanical response of the system and the soil. 
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New soil wave propagation models that consider multimode damping may be developed, which 

will handle high frequency damping. Existing numerical codes do not capture this behavior and 

advances in this area will improve future engineering analyses. To this end, sweeps and Gaussian 

chirps were used to ascertain the shift in the frequency response of the system and the sine cycles 

highlighted the amplification of a single frequency from the base to the free-surface. 

6.1.4 The effect of hybrid shaking on the state of the soil near the foundation 

interface 

Real-time dynamic hybrid simulation of soil-structure interaction was performed in the 

geotechnical laminar box. While the high-level effects of SSI are well known, e.g., altering the 

natural frequency of the structure as well as increasing damping in the system, the results show 

the importance as it relates to other phenomena, i.e., liquefaction. With all other testing 

parameters held constant, altering the interface impedance of the superstructure away from a 

SDOF case resulted in an increase in pore-water pressure build up around the foundation 

elements. In some cases, this resulted in liquefaction in the vicinity of the pile-soil interface. The 

combined inertial and kinematic interaction may now be examined in the laminar box. 

6.2 Recommendations for future research 

The results of the research described in this document may be extended into future research 

programs, both in the experimental and numerical modeling domains. Future laminar box testing 

could focus on soil-structure interaction of a model containing a single pile or single footing, 

examine gapping and sliding phenomena, and provide extended high-strain test data for non

linear models. Furthermore, as the characteristics and boundary conditions of the laminar box 
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system are now defined, thus enabling the modelling-of-a-model technique, corresponding 

numerical analyses could be performed for the aforementioned testing programs. 
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